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Abstract  

 

Social diffusion of campaign effects: Campaign-generated interpersonal 

communication as a polarizing mediator of anti-tobacco campaign effects 

 

Yoori Hwang 

 

Traditionally, campaign effects have been modeled as a result of individuals' 

direct exposure to campaign messages.  A person's indirect exposure to messages 

through interpersonal conversation about a campaign, however, can be another way 

that campaign effects occur.  Based on the notion of social diffusion of campaign 

effects, this dissertation research examined the role of campaign conversation in the 

generation and diffusion of campaign effects.  More specifically, this dissertation 

research tested whether anti-smoking campaign-generated conversation affected 

individuals’ smoking-related perceptions using the TruthSM campaign data (Study 1) 

and experiment data (Study 2).   

Study 1 tested whether campaign conversation, along with individual 

exposure, can mediate the impact of the TruthSM campaign using secondary analyses 

of the Legacy Media Tracking Survey (LMTS) data.  LMTS is a random digit 

dialing telephone survey of a nationally representative sample of youth (LMTS II: n 

=10,357; LMTS III: n = 10,079).  Multilevel modeling results of LMTS II data 

show that both encoded exposure and campaign conversation mediated the 
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relationship between TruthSM campaign availability and smoking beliefs, although 

the mediating roles of encoded exposure and campaign conversation were not found 

in LMTS III.  The results of LMTS II data also show that campaign conversation 

widened the difference in smoking beliefs between non-smokers and hardcore 

smokers, indicating a possibility that campaign conversation can function as a 

polarizing mediator.  

Based on the concern of potential backlash effects of conversation among 

smokers, Study 2 tested whether a smoker’s campaign conversation with another 

smoker can produce elevated pro-smoking normative perceptions and behavioral 

intentions using a laboratory experiment (n =72).  Results show that smokers’ 

conversation generated boomerang effects.  Although campaign conversation did 

not affect participants’ injunctive norms, personal descriptive norms, or behavioral 

intention, it led to elevated pro-smoking societal descriptive norms (i.e., higher 

smoking prevalence estimates) among participants who had a low number of smoker 

friends.  

Altogether, this dissertation research provides general support for the social 

diffusion process of campaign effects and the important role of campaign 

conversation in this process.  It shows that campaign-generated conversation can 

generate, amplify, and, sometimes, reduce campaign effects.  Theoretical and 

practical implications for campaign planning and evaluation are discussed.   
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

 

Numerous studies have reported that health campaigns can affect the 

public’s health perceptions or behaviors (e.g., Biglan, Ary, Smolkowski, Duncan, & 

Black, 2000; COMMIT, 1995; Farrelly, Davis, Haviland, Messeri, & Healton, 2005; 

Farrelly, Healton, Davis, Messeri, Hersey, & Haviland, 2002; Flynn et al., 1994; 

Porto, 2007; for review, see Flay, 1987b; Hornik, 2002; Noar, 2006).  According to 

Snyder et al.’s (Snyder, Hamilton, Mitchell, Kiwanuka-Tondo, Felming-Milich, & 

Procter, 2004) meta-analysis, mass media health campaigns have a small but 

significant effect on people’s health behavior change.  Although there is a general 

consensus regarding the existence of campaign effects, no such consensus exists 

with regard to the process of campaign effects.  In fact, little research has been 

conducted to examine the processes whereby mass media health campaigns 

influence individuals’ health perceptions and behaviors (Rimal, Flora, & Schooler, 

1999).  

Traditionally, campaign effects have been modeled as a result of individuals’ 

direct exposure to campaign messages.  In this traditional individual exposure 

model, campaigns can affect people’s health perceptions and behaviors, if 

individuals are exposed to (e.g., watch, listen to, or read) campaign messages.  An 

individual’s exposure to a campaign, however, may not be the only way that 

campaigns influence the individual’s behavior.   
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Hornik (Hornik, 2002; Hornik & Yanovitzky, 2003) suggested that campaign 

effects can also occur via institutional and social routes.  The institutional diffusion 

model suggests that campaigns can ultimately affect individual behavior through 

institutional change, such as the mass media or the government.  According to this 

model, a health communication campaign can produce its effects by affecting mass 

and elite opinions and generating new policy initiatives (e.g., smoking ban).  The 

institutional diffusion model has received considerable scholarly attention.  For 

example, Yanovitzky (Yanovitzky, 2002; Yanovitzky & Bennett, 1999) provided 

support for the model by showing that the impact of media news coverage of drunk 

driving on individuals’ drunk driving behavior was mediated by relevant legislation 

action.   

The social diffusion model of campaign influence, on the other hand, 

suggests that campaigns can ultimately affect people’s behaviors by generating 

interpersonal communication within social networks and, accordingly, by changing 

social norms.  In other words, this model suggests that campaign-generated 

discussion can affect people’s normative perceptions and, ultimately, health 

behaviors.  Yanovitzky and Stryker (2001) provided empirical evidence supporting 

this model by showing that news coverage of youth binge drinking affected binge-

drinking behavior by changing youths’ perception of social acceptability of the 

behavior.  Yanovitzky and Stryker, however, failed to test one of the key constructs 

of this model, i.e., interpersonal communication, in their study.  In other words, 

although they showed that increased news coverage of binge drinking affected 
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perceived peer approval of the behavior, they could not show whether the source that 

caused changes in normative perceptions was interpersonal conversation or not.  A 

test of the interpersonal communication component, however, is critical in the test of 

the social diffusion model, because the social diffusion model suggests that the 

impact of a campaign is mediated by a person’s interpersonal conversation with 

others.  

Thus, this dissertation research attempts to examine the role of interpersonal 

communication in the generation and diffusion of campaign effects.  More 

specifically, this dissertation tests whether campaign conversation can be another 

way that a campaign affects a person’s health perceptions or behaviors using two 

studies.  Study 1 tests the mediating role of campaign conversation using secondary 

analyses of the TruthSM campaign data.  More specifically, Study 1 tests a) whether 

campaign conversation, along with individual exposure, can mediate the impact of 

the TruthSM Campaign on individuals’ beliefs about smoking and b) whether a 

person’s smoking status matters in this process.  In addition, Study 2 examines 

potential backlash effects of smokers’ campaign conversation using a laboratory 

experiment.  More specifically, Study 2 tests whether a smoker’s conversation with 

another smoker can produce elevated pro-smoking normative perceptions and 

behavioral intentions.  By examining the role of campaign conversation in the 

generation and diffusion of campaign effects, this dissertation research attempts to 

answer the question of how mass media health campaigns can influence individuals’ 

health perceptions and behaviors. 
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Rationale 

Campaign exposure 

Traditionally, campaign effects have been believed as a consequence of 

individuals’ exposure to campaign messages (Hornik, 2002; Hornik & Yanovitzky, 

2003).  Exposure is one of the crucial concepts in understanding the process of 

mass media campaign effects.  Exposure is referred to “the extent to which 

audience members have encountered specific messages or classes of 

messages/media content” (Slater, 2004).  Exposure is typically assessed by self-

reported measures.   

Self-reported measures of exposure assess the availability of a message in 

the audience’s memory.  In this sense, self-reported exposure measures encoded 

exposure (Southwell et al., 2002), i.e., exposure that has left a minimal memory 

trace.  Encoded exposure is typically assessed by global self-reports, recall or 

recognition measures (Slater, 2004).  Global self-reports are different from recall or 

recognition measures in a sense that global self-reports assess individuals’ exposure 

to a general category of communication messages (e.g., anti-smoking messages, 

sexual content on TV), whereas recall and recognition measures assess exposure to 

specific communication messages (e.g., an anti-smoking ad that shows young people 

unloading large white bags from a truck onto a city sidewalk).  Global self-report 

measure of exposure assesses exposure by asking respondents to report their general 

levels of exposure (e.g., how many anti-smoking messages did you watch on TV 

during the past seven days?).  Recall measure assesses exposure by presenting a 
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verbal description of a message and asking respondents whether they can remember 

the message.  Recognition measure, on the other hand, gauges exposure by 

showing the actual ad message to respondents and asking them whether they can 

recognize the message.  

 

The individual exposure model 

The traditional individual exposure model suggests that campaign activity 

affects a person’s behavior via the person’s exposure to campaign messages (Hornik 

& Yanovitzky, 2003).  In other words, the model suggests that the impact of 

campaign activity on a person’s behavior is mediated by the person’s exposure to 

campaign messages.  In addition, the model proposes that an individual’s exposure 

to campaign messages can induce behavior change through its impacts on the 

person’s attitudes, social norms, and efficacy based on the integrated model of 

behavior prediction (Fishbein, 2000; Fishbein & Yzer, 2003).  The integrated 

model, which is an extension of the theory of reasoned action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 

1975; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980) and the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991), 

suggests that a person’s behavior is determined by one’s behavioral intentions, 

which, in turn, are a function of attitudes, subjective norms, and efficacy. 

The individual exposure model distinguishes campaign activity from 

campaign exposure by noting that campaign activity affects audience members via 

campaign exposure.  Campaign activity is different from campaign exposure in a 

sense that campaign activity refers to the availability of a campaign in the media 
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environment whereas campaign exposure refers to the availability of a message in 

the audience’s memory.  Thus, campaign activity can be assessed by the external 

campaign message availability, whereas campaign exposure can be measured by 

encoded exposure.  Message availability in the environment can be measured by 

observing whether and, if so, how broadly and frequently a message is available in a 

particular community.  For example, one of the commonly used measures of 

campaign intensity or availability is Gross Rating Point.  Gross Rating Point (GRP; 

Farris & Parry, 1991) is a conventional unit used by advertising practitioners and 

researchers to measure the availability or intensity of a campaign in the media 

environment (Levy & Friend, 2000; Southwell, 2005; Southwell, Barmada, Hornik, 

& Maklan, 2002).  GRP assesses a population’s opportunities for exposure to an 

advertising message.  Specifically, GRP is computed by multiplying a campaign’s 

reach (the percentage of a media’s target audience that is exposed to an ad message 

at least once during a given time) by its average frequency (the number of times a 

person or a household is exposed to an ad message).  Thus, audiences have a 

greater chance of being exposed to an advertising message with 1,000 GRPs, 

compared to a message with 100 GRPs.  Encoded exposure, on the other hand, can 

be assessed using the aforementioned self-reported exposure measures, such as 

global self reports, recall, or recognition measures.   

The difference between campaign activity and campaign exposure was 

typically ignored in past research; instead, campaign encoded exposure was often 

used as a proxy for campaign activity or availability in past research.  
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Distinguishing campaign activity (availability) from individual encoded exposure, 

however, grants us an opportunity to think about other processes through which 

campaign activity affects audiences’ health perceptions or behaviors.  

 

Campaign conversation 

Interpersonal communication can be another way campaign activity 

influence individuals’ perceptions or behaviors (Hornik, 2002; Rimal & Flora, 1998; 

Southwell & Yzer, 2007; Valente & Saba 1998, 2001).  Campaigns are believed to 

generate relevant conversation, and campaign-generated conversation is believed to 

affect audiences via secondary diffusion and social influence processes (Hornik & 

Yanovitzky, 2003).  

First, conversation can affect people’s perceptions or behaviors by 

secondarily diffusing campaign messages so that those who were not directly 

exposed to a campaign message can be indirectly exposed to the message while 

communicating with others who have been exposed to the message.  Boulay, Storey, 

and Sood (2002) demonstrated the social diffusion function of interpersonal 

conversation using data collected for an evaluation of a mass media campaign 

implemented in Nepal to promote family planning.  More specifically, Boulay and 

colleagues found that 40 percent of those who were not directly exposed to 

campaign were indirectly exposed to the message via interpersonal communication.  

While direct exposure could reach 33 percent of the sample, the campaign could 

reach 73 percent of the sample when both direct and indirect exposure was taken 
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into account.  

Conversation is also believed to affect individuals’ responses to a campaign 

by delivering relevant normative information in a social network (Hornik, 2002; 

Hornik & Yanovitzky, 2003; Lapinski & Rimal, 2005; Rimal & Real, 2005; 

Yanovitzky & Stryker, 2001).  People’s conversation with others is believed to 

affect their normative perceptions by helping them to understand the nature and 

strength of others’ beliefs and others’ expectation of them (e.g., whether others 

expect them to hold similar beliefs) (Lapinski & Rimal; Real & Rimal, 2007; Rimal 

& Real, 2003).  The role of conversation as a conduit of normative information has 

been recently incorporated in the theory of normative social behavior (TNSB; Rimal 

& Real, 2005).  The TNSB attempts to explain the process whereby descriptive 

norms can affect an individual’s behavior.  In order to clarify the relationship 

between descriptive norms and behavioral intentions, the theory originally suggested 

three cognitive mechanisms that can moderate the relationship between descriptive 

norms and behavioral intentions: 1) injunctive norms, 2) outcome expectations, and 

3) group identity.  More specifically, the TNSB hypothesizes that the association 

between descriptive norms and behavioral intentions would become stronger, if 

injunctive norms are supportive of the behavior, if beneficial outcomes are expected, 

and if a person’s group identity is strong.  Recently, Lapinski and Rimal (2005) and 

Real and Rimal extended the TNSB by incorporating peer communication as a 

moderator in the relation between descriptive norms and behavior.  By including 

conversation in the model, Real and Rimal were able to show that interpersonal 
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conversation can strengthen the relationship between descriptive norms and behavior, 

providing tangential support for the idea that conversation can convey normative 

information.  

The idea that interpersonal conversation can convey mass media campaign 

messages and relevant normative information dates back to Katz and Lazarsfeld’s 

(1955) two step flow theory.  The two step flow theory was first formulated from 

Lazarsfeld’s serendipitous finding.  In the People’s Choice study, Lazarsfeld 

(Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1944) found that individuals’ voting decision was 

more influenced by their social networks, e.g., family and friends, than by mass 

media information.  Based on this finding, Katz and Lazarsfeld conducted a 

subsequent study to test whether Lazarsfeld’s findings in the election setting could 

be applied to other realms as well.  In the Personal Influence study, Katz and 

Lazarsfeld selected four issues, i.e., marketing, fashion, public affairs, and movie, 

and further examined the role of interpersonal communication and opinion leaders in 

the flow of mass media information.  In this study, the researchers found that 

personal contacts had more powerful impacts on individuals’ decision than mass 

media in the four areas as well.  The researchers also found that those who were 

nominated as influencers, i.e., opinion leaders, reported higher level of exposure to 

mass communication, compared to those who were influenced by them, i.e., 

followers.  Based on the findings, Katz and Lazarsfeld introduced a new model of 

flow of communication.  According to their model of two-step flow of 

communication, mass media information flows through two steps: first, from mass 
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media to opinion leaders, and second, from opinion leaders to individuals.  In this 

model, opinion leaders are believed to interpret and relay mass media information to 

follower individuals because they have greater access to mass media information.  

In other words, opinion leaders are intermediaries that connect mass media 

information to individuals, implying that conversation with opinion leaders can be a 

way mass media campaigns influence people’s health perception or behavior. 

 

The social diffusion model 

Based on the secondary diffusion and social influence function of 

conversation, the social diffusion model posits that campaign activity can influence 

a person’s perception or behavior, not only because the person is exposed to the 

campaign, but also because the person engages in campaign-related conversation.  

The model suggests that campaign activity generates relevant conversation, which, 

in turn, affects a person’s normative perceptions and, ultimately, behaviors (Hornik, 

2002; Hornik & Yanovitzky, 2003).  (According to the aforementioned integrated 

model of behavior (Fishbein & Yzer, 2003), normative perceptions are believed to 

ultimately influence behavior.)  In other words, the social diffusion model suggests 

that the impact of campaign activity on a person’s normative perceptions and 

behaviors is mediated by the person’s social interaction or conversation with others.   

The social diffusion model suggests that one’s engagement in conversation 

will induce changes in normative perceptions because social interaction with others 

can help to clarify social norms.  The model, however, does not make a specific 
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prediction regarding whether conversation will induce a positive change or a 

negative change in normative perceptions.   

Whether conversation will induce a positive change or a negative change is 

dependent upon a participant of conversation and his or her social network (Rice, 

1993).  If a person’s social network is composed of individuals who are supportive 

of a behavior advocated in a campaign, conversation is expected to produce positive 

changes in normative perceptions.  On the other hand, if the social network is made 

up of individuals who are against the behavior, conversation is expected to produce 

negative changes in normative perceptions.  A non-risk individual’s (e.g., non-

smoker) social network is expected to be composed of fellow non-risk individuals 

and an at-risk individual’s (e.g., smoker) social network is made up of fellow at-risk 

individuals because a person’s social network typically consists of homogeneous 

individuals (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001; Mutz, 2001; Rogers, 2003).  

This suggests that a non-risk individual’s conversation will lead to a positive change 

in health perceptions, whereas an at-risk individual’s conversation will produce a 

negative change.  In other words, conversation is expected to increase the 

difference in health perceptions between a non-risk group and an at-risk group.  

This suggests that campaign conversation can function as a polarizing mediator of 

campaign effects.  At the same time, it suggests that not every conversation can 

generate positive effects and that conversation among at-risk individuals can induce 

backlash effects.  

In this dissertation research, the role of campaign conversation in the 
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generation and diffusion of campaign effects is examined using two studies.  The 

first study tests the mediating role of conversation in the context of a national anti-

smoking campaign implemented in the US, whereas the second study tests potential 

backlash effects of smokers’ conversation using a laboratory experiment.   

 

Study 1: A field test of the social diffusion model 

Earlier discussion on the individual exposure model and the social diffusion 

model suggests that a campaign can affect one’s perception when a) the person is 

exposed to the campaign or b) the person receives campaign-related or normative 

information through interpersonal conversation.  Thus, this study proposes 

campaign exposure and campaign conversation as dual mediators of campaign 

effects, and this dual mediation model is tested in the context of the TruthSM 

Campaign, a major anti-smoking campaign implemented in the U.S.  More 

specifically, Study 1 tests a) whether campaign conversation, along with individual 

exposure, can mediate the impact of the TruthSM Campaign on individuals’ beliefs 

about smoking and b) whether an individual’s smoking status matters in this process. 

 

Study 2: A laboratory test among smokers 

 Based on the concern of potential backlash effects of smokers’ campaign 

conversation, Study 2 tests whether a smoker’s conversation with another smoker 

can produce elevated pro-smoking normative perceptions and intentions using a 

laboratory experiment.  More specifically, this study examines the impact of a 
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smoker’s conversation on different types of normative perceptions (i.e., injunctive 

norms, personal descriptive norms, and societal descriptive norms) and smoking 

intentions.   
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Chapter Two 

Study 1: Social diffusion of campaign effects: 

A field test of the social diffusion model 

 

According to Hornik (Hornik & Yanovitzky, 2003), the individual exposure 

model suggests that the impact of campaign activity on a person’s behavior is 

mediated by the person’s exposure to campaign messages.  The social diffusion 

model, on the other hand, suggests that the impact of campaign activity on a 

person’s behavior is mediated by the person’s interpersonal conversation with others.  

In other words, each of the individual exposure model and the social diffusion model 

suggests that the impact of campaign availability on individuals’ relevant 

perceptions or behaviors is mediated by individual encoded exposure and campaign 

conversation, respectively.  By combining the two models, this study proposes that 

the impact of campaign availability on individuals’ health perceptions is mediated by 

dual mediators, i.e., encoded exposure and campaign conversation.  

In this study, the dual mediation model is tested in the context of the TruthSM 

Campaign.  The TruthSM Campaign is a major national anti-smoking campaign 

implemented in the U.S. to counter the influence of tobacco marketing targeting 

youths (Evans, Wasserman, Bertolotti, & Martino, 2002; Farrelly, Davis et al., 2002).  

Launched in 2000, the campaign induced a significant decrease in smoking 

prevalence among its primary target audience, 12 to 17 year olds (Farrelly et al., 

2005).  The success of the campaign was at least partly due to a new message 
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strategy the campaign employed.  The TruthSM campaign used an atypical message 

strategy (Eisenberg, Ringwalt, Driscoll, Vallee, & Gullette, 2004; Evans, Price, 

Blahut, Hersey, Niederdeppe & Ray, 2004).  While the main argument of most past 

anti-smoking campaigns was the health consequences of smoking, that of the 

TruthSM campaign was industry manipulation of youth and the social costs of 

tobacco use.  In other words, the TruthSM campaign strived to encourage youths to 

take control of their lives by featuring edgy and rebellious teens rejecting tobacco 

companies’ efforts to market to youths.  Given the success of the campaign, Study 

1 tests a) whether the impact of TruthSM campaign availability on individuals’ beliefs 

about smoking was mediated by individuals’ exposure to and conversation about the 

campaign and b) whether individual’s smoking status mattered in this process.  

 

Hypotheses and research questions 

The mediating role of individual exposure in the relationship between campaign 

availability and smoking beliefs 

The campaign and advertising literature has documented that the intensity of 

a campaign can affect people’s level of encoded exposure to the campaign.  

Southwell and colleagues (2002), for example, found that adolescents’ and parents’ 

recognition of the National Youth Anti-Drug Media Campaign ads was positively 

correlated with GRPs of the ads.  Niederdeppe (2005) also found that Florida teen’s 

recall of the Florida Truth campaign ads was positively associated with ad GRPs.  

In addition, Biener, Ji, Gilpin, & Albers (2004) reported a positive relationship 
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between the Massachusetts anti-smoking media campaign ad GRPs and respondents’ 

recall of the messages.  Similarly, the advertising literature reported a dose-

response relationship (Flay, 1987a) between advertising campaign intensity and 

relevant outcome measures such as recall, attitudes, purchase intentions, or sales 

(e.g., Blair, 2000; Blair & Rabuck, 1998; Havlena, Cardarelli, & Montigny, 2007; 

Scott & Solomon, 1998; Simon & Arndt, 1980).  In their review of the impact of 

the increase in physical quantity of advertising on marginal changes in several 

outcome measures, Simon & Arndt noted that most studies found diminishing 

returns to advertising.  Levy & Friend (2000), on the other hand, suggested an S-

shape curve relationship, which represents increasing returns at first and then 

diminishing returns after an inflection point.  Both shapes of advertising response 

function, however, depict a positive relationship between advertising intensity and 

related outcome measures.  Based on these findings, it is expected that campaign 

availability will have a positive impact on an individual’s exposure to campaign 

messages.  

 

Hypothesis 1a: There will be a positive association between TruthSM campaign 

availability and the level of one’s encoded exposure to the campaign.   

 

Much campaign research reported a positive association between exposure 

to an anti-smoking campaign and negative beliefs about smoking (e.g., Biglan et al., 

2000; Farrelly et al., 2005; Flynn, Worden, Secker-Walker, Pirie, Badger, Carpenter, 
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1997; Gagne, 2008; McAlister et al., 2004).  Gagne, for example, reported that 

mass media smoking cessation campaign implemented in British Columbia in 2005 

resulted in negative smoking attitudes among smokers, based on an analysis of a 

longitudinal data.  The positive influence of campaign exposure on negative 

smoking belief or behavior was consistently reported in Wakefield and colleagues’ 

review of anti-smoking campaign literature (Wakefield, Flay, Nichter, & Giovino, 

2003) and Snyder and colleagues’ meta-analysis (2004).  Wakefield et al.’s review 

shows that exposure to anti-smoking campaigns had positive effects on individuals’ 

smoking beliefs or behaviors at least among younger adolescents.  In addition, 

Snyder et al.’s meta-analysis shows that anti-smoking campaign had a small but 

significant effect on smoking behavior (r = .05).  Based on these studies that report 

a positive relationship between campaign exposure and smoking beliefs, it is 

hypothesized that campaign encoded exposure will increase negative beliefs about 

smoking.  

 

Hypothesis 1b: Encoded exposure will be positively associated with negative 

beliefs about smoking.  

 

The individual exposure model suggests that campaign availability affects 

campaign encoded exposure, which in turn affects smoking beliefs.  Thus, this 

study hypothesizes that encoded exposure can mediate the relationship between 

TruthSM campaign availability and smoking beliefs.  
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Hypothesis 1c: Encoded exposure will mediate the relationship between TruthSM 

campaign availability and smoking beliefs. 

 

The mediating role of interpersonal communication in the relationship between 

campaign availability and smoking beliefs 

Mass media campaigns are believed to generate relevant interpersonal 

communication (Valente, 2001; Valente, Poppe, & Merritt, 1996).  Although few 

studies empirically tested the relationship between campaign availability and 

campaign conversation, the idea of generating conversation through campaigns has 

been widely accepted and used by campaign practitioners in designing health 

campaign messages.  For example, the National Youth Anti-Drug Media Campaign 

implemented in the U.S. (Stephenson & Quick, 2005) and the Australian National 

Drugs Campaign (Morton & Duck, 2006) attempted to stimulate discussion about 

drug use between parents and children.  Also, a Norwegian anti-smoking campaign 

implemented from 1992 to 1995 strategically used emotionally provocative 

messages to facilitate conversation among its adolescent audiences (Hafstad & Aaro, 

1997).   

Two possible explanations can be provided for the processes through which 

a campaign induces relevant conversation.  A person would talk about a campaign 

or relevant topics because a) the focal person is directly exposed to the campaign 

and then starts a conversation or b) people surrounding the person are exposed to the 
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campaign and they start a conversation.  Mohammed’s (2001) study, in fact, 

showed that 65 percent of those who did not listen to Twende na Wakati, a Tanzanian 

entertainment-education program promoting family planning and HIV prevention, 

discussed HIV prevention with others, suggesting that conversation can occur not 

only by a focal person’s exposure to the campaign, but also by conversation 

partners’ exposure to the campaign.  The two explanations suggest that an increase 

in campaign availability in the media environment can accelerate campaign 

conversation by two processes: increasing a focal person’s direct exposure to the 

campaign or increasing conversation partners’ exposure to the campaign.  However, 

Southwell’s (2005) empirical test of the relationship between National Youth Anti-

Drug Media Campaign ad GRPs and conversation about drugs did not support the 

posited relationship.  Thus, this study leaves the relationship between campaign 

availability and campaign conversation as a research question.  

 

Research Question 1a: Will TruthSM campaign availability positively influence the 

extent to which one engages in interpersonal conversation about the campaign?  

 

Past studies that tested the relationship between conversation about a 

particular health campaign and relevant health outcomes reported conflicting results.  

Some studies showed a positive relationship between conversation and engagement 

in relevant health behaviors (Hafstad & Aaro, 1997; Mohammed, 2001; Shefner-

Rogers & Sood, 2004; Valente & Saba, 2001).   Shefner-Rogers and Sood, for 
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example, found that the likelihood that a husband would engage in a maternal 

mortality preventive behavior was ten times greater among husbands who talked 

about the Suami SIAGA (I’m an Alert Husband) Campaign in Indonesia, than 

husbands who did not talk about the campaign.  In addition, Hafstad and Aaro 

reported that adolescents who had conversations with peers about a Norwegian anti-

smoking mass media campaign were more likely to report positive behavioral 

reactions including deciding to quit smoking or not to start smoking.  Also, in their 

evaluation of a Bolivian family planning campaign, Valente and Saba found that 

those who had interpersonal communication about contraception were more likely to 

engage in contraceptive behavior.  However, contradictory findings were reported 

in David, Cappella, and Fishbein’s (2006) experiments, where subjects were led to 

have a conversation after watching a series of anti-marijuana campaign messages.  

In their experiment, researchers found that those who engaged in conversation had 

more favorable attitudes toward regular marijuana use and greater pro-marijuana 

normative pressure, although they did not find significant effects on intention to use 

marijuana.  The researchers explained the deleterious effects of conversation by 

drug users’ greater tendency to actively participate in and, accordingly, steer the 

conversation.  Based on the conflicting findings of past research, this study asks the 

following research question:  

 

Research Question 1b: Will TruthSM campaign conversation frequency be positively 

associated with negative beliefs about smoking? 
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The social diffusion model suggests that campaign availability affects 

campaign conversation, which in turn affects smoking beliefs.  In other words, the 

model suggests that campaign conversation would mediate the impact of TruthSM 

campaign availability on smoking beliefs.   A similar mediational relationship was 

tested and supported by Schuster and colleagues (2006).  Schuster et al. showed 

that the impact of campaign exposure on stage of adoption of tobacco control 

activities was mediated by interpersonal communication.  However, in this study, 

the mediating role of conversation was tested in the context of the impact of 

campaign encoded exposure rather than the impact of campaign availability.  Thus, 

this study asks whether campaign conversation can mediate the relationship between 

TruthSM campaign availability and smoking beliefs.  

 

Research Question 1c: Will interpersonal communication mediate the relationship 

between TruthSM campaign availability and smoking beliefs? 

 

Encoded exposure and campaign conversation 

In addition, the two potential mediators, i.e., campaign encoded exposure 

and campaign conversation, are believed to be non-independent of each other.  

More specifically, campaign encoded exposure is expected to generate campaign 

conversation.  In their review of the role of interpersonal communication in mass 

media campaigns, Southwell and Yzer (2007) noted that conversation has been 
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posited as an outcome of media campaigns in various campaign studies.  In fact, 

previous research (Hindin, Kincaid, Kumah, Morgan, Kim, & Ofori, 1994; 

Mohammed, 2001; Rimal et al., 1999; Schuster et al., 2006; Shefner-Rogers & Sood, 

2004; Sood & Nambiar, 2006) reported a positive relationship between individuals’ 

exposure to a campaign and their engagement in relevant conversation.  Hindin and 

colleagues reported that those who were exposed to family planning campaign in 

Ghana were more likely to talk to a partner or a service provider about using family 

planning.  Shefner-Rogers & Sood also found that Indonesian husbands were more 

likely to talk about becoming a Suami SIAGA, when they were exposed to the Suami 

SIAGA (I’m an Alert Husband) Campaign.  More specifically, of those who were 

exposed to the campaign, 41 percent talked about becoming a Suami SIAGA, 

whereas, of those who were not exposed to the campaign, only 15 percent talked 

about it.  Similar finding was reported by Mohammed.  Mohammed found that, of 

those who listened to Twende na Wakati, a Tanzanian entertainment-education 

program promoting family planning and HIV prevention, 81 percent discussed HIV 

prevention with others, whereas, of those who did not listen to the program, only 65 

percent discussed HIV prevention.  In addition, Schuster and colleagues reported 

that individuals’ recognition of California Tobacco Control campaign ads was 

positively correlated with the extent to which they talked about each of the ads.  

Southwell and Yzer (2007) noted several processes by which campaigns 

generate relevant conversation.  For example, exposure to campaigns can generate 

pertinent conversation because exposure provides content of conversation (Miller, 
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1986).  Also, from a behavioral perspective, campaign exposure can induce 

conversation because it can change people’s attitudes toward, norms about, and 

efficacy regarding talking about a particular issue.  More specifically, using 

Fishbein’s integrated model of behavior prediction (Fishbein, 2000; Fishbein & Yzer, 

2003), which suggests that a person’s attitude, perceived social norms, and efficacy 

predict the person’s behavioral intention and, ultimately, behavior, Southwell and 

Yzer argued that campaign can affect individuals’ engagement in conversation 

behavior by affecting individuals’ overall evaluation of talking about an issue, 

individuals’ perception whether significant others approve or disapprove of talking 

about the issue, or individuals’ perceived ability to talk about the issue.  Based on 

consistent findings reported by past studies, this study hypothesizes that encoded 

exposure will be positively related to campaign conversation.    

 

Hypothesis 2: Encoded exposure will be positively associated with campaign 

conversation.   

 

Moderating effects of smoking status 

The dual mediation process is expected to be affected by various exogenous 

variables, such as demographics and relevant prior health behaviors (Hornik & 

Yanovitzky, 2003).  The exogenous variable of interest in this study is smoking 

status.  A person’s smoking status is expected to affect the relationships between a) 

campaign availability and encoded exposure, b) campaign availability and campaign 
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conversation, c) encoded exposure and smoking beliefs, and d) campaign 

conversation and smoking beliefs.   

First, smoking status is expected to moderate the relationship between 

campaign availability and encoded exposure.  The impact of smoking status on 

campaign encoded exposure has often been explained by the notion of selective 

exposure (Agostinelli & Grube, 2003; Bertrand, 1979; Flay & Burton, 1990; Flay & 

Cook, 1989).  According to the selective exposure hypothesis, people like to 

approach information that supports their attitudes and like to avoid or pay little 

attention to information that challenges their attitudes (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; 

Klapper, 1960).  The selective exposure tendency is typically explained by 

cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957), which argues that people try to 

reduce cognitive dissonance to maintain cognitive consistency.  Based on the 

notion of selective exposure, those who have pro-tobacco attitudes (e.g., heavy 

smokers) are expected to report lower exposure to anti-tobacco messages, because 

they are more likely to experience cognitive dissonance when exposed to anti-

tobacco messages than those who have anti-tobacco attitudes (e.g., non-smokers).   

With regard to the impact of smoking status on the relationship between 

campaign availability and encoded exposure, contradictory predictions are possible.  

First, the positive impact of campaign availability on encoded exposure can be less 

likely to be found with those who have positive attitudes toward smoking (e.g., 

hardcore smokers).  It is because individuals with pro-tobacco attitudes are likely 

to avoid anti-tobacco campaign messages in a high campaign availability condition.  
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In his extensive review of selective exposure studies, Frey (1986) argued that people 

are more likely to engage in selective exposure in a high availability condition (e.g., 

five pro-attitudinal and five counter-attitudinal messages), compared to a low 

availability condition (e.g., one pro-attitudinal and one counter-attitudinal message).  

He explained this by a) different refutation strategies and b) difference in dissonance 

arousals in two conditions.  According to his different refutation strategies 

explanation, in a low availability condition, people are open to being exposed to 

counter-attitudinal messages because they can defend their prior attitudes by 

selecting and arguing against dissonant information.  In a high availability 

condition, however, people try to avoid counter-attitudinal messages because 

refuting only one aspect of the information cannot eliminate every piece of dissonant 

information and, thus, it cannot reduce dissonance much.  His second explanation, 

i.e., the difference in dissonance arousals explanation, suggests that, there is a 

greater need for additional pieces of consonant information in a high availability 

condition, because there are more pieces of dissonant information and, accordingly, 

dissonance is greater in a high availability.  According to these explanations, the 

positive effect of campaign availability on campaign encoded exposure is expected 

to be less likely to be found with those who have positive attitudes toward smoking.   

However, a contradictory prediction is also possible.  The positive effect of 

campaign availability on encoded exposure can be more likely to be found with 

those who have positive attitudes toward smoking, because, in a high campaign 

availability condition, individuals with pro-tobacco attitudes have no other choice 
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but to select some of the uncongenial anti-smoking messages.  Eagly and Chaiken 

(1993), for example, noted that, if an individual lives in a city in which all 

newspapers are conservative, the person has no other choice but to expose him or 

herself to conservative than liberal editorials.  Pro-tobacco individuals, who are 

expected to report a low level of exposure to anti-tobacco campaigns in a low 

campaign availability condition, are expected to show steep increase in the level of 

campaign exposure in a high availability condition, because they cannot avoid the 

messages any more.  Thus, a greater increase in exposure is expected for pro-

tobacco individuals, compared to anti-tobacco individuals, as an anti-tobacco 

campaign becomes more intense.  Based on this rationale, it is expected that the 

positive impact of campaign availability on campaign encoded exposure is more 

likely to be found with those who have pro-tobacco attitudes.  In light of these two 

conflicting predictions, this study examines whether and, if so, how smoking status 

moderates the relationship between campaign availability and encoded exposure.   

 

Research Question 2: Will a person’s smoking status moderate the effects of 

TruthSM campaign availability on encoded exposure? 

 

By the same token, smoking status is expected to affect the impact of 

campaign availability on campaign conversation.  In general, those who have 

favorable attitudes toward smoking are less likely to talk about an anti-smoking 

campaign.  However, it is less certain how smoking status affects campaign 
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conversation when an anti-smoking campaign becomes more available.  For 

example, pro-tobacco individuals may show a greater increase in campaign 

conversation as a result of an increase in campaign availability compared to anti-

tobacco individuals, because they are bombarded with anti-smoking campaign 

messages and, accordingly, they cannot avoid the anti-smoking conversation topic 

any more.  On the other hand, pro-tobacco individuals may show a lower increase 

in campaign conversation than anti-tobacco individuals because they may try to 

reduce their cognitive dissonance by avoiding the conversation topic.  Based on 

these conflicting possibilities, this study asks whether and, if so, how smoking status 

affects the relationship between campaign availability and campaign conversation.    

 

Research Question 3: Will a person’s smoking status moderate the effects of 

TruthSM campaign availability on campaign conversation frequency? 

 

Smoking status is expected to affect the impact of campaign encoded 

exposure on smoking beliefs.  Social judgment theory (Sherif & Hovland, 1961) 

notes that people tend to assimilate statements that are relatively close to one’s own 

attitudes and contrast statements that are relatively distant from one’s attitudes.  

Moreover, these perceptual distortions are expected to influence judgment in a way 

that statements that are assimilated are evaluated positively, whereas those that are 

contrasted are evaluated negatively (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993).  Also, literature on 

defensive processing (Chaiken, Liberman, & Eagly, 1989; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; 
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Liberman & Chaiken, 1992) suggests that people have a defense motivation, i.e., a 

desire to defend or sustain their initial attitudes, and that this motivation can induce 

defensive processing of persuasive messages.  Both social judgment and defensive 

processing frameworks suggest that those who have pro-tobacco attitudes (e.g., 

hardcore smokers) are less likely to be persuaded by anti-tobacco campaign 

messages compared to those who have anti-tobacco attitudes (e.g., non-smokers).  

Based on this reasoning, the next hypothesis is as follows:  

 

Hypothesis 3: A person’s smoking status will moderate the relationship between 

encoded exposure and smoking beliefs.  More specifically, the positive impact of 

encoded exposure on smoking beliefs will be more pronounced for non-smokers.   

 

Finally, smoking status is expected to affect the relationship between 

campaign conversation and smoking beliefs.  This moderating effect of smoking 

status on the relationship between campaign conversation and smoking beliefs can 

be explained by two processes.  First, the aforementioned social judgment and 

defensive processing frameworks suggest that, when engaging in the same anti-

tobacco conversation, those who have pro-tobacco attitudes (e.g., hardcore smokers) 

are less likely to be influenced by the conversation messages than those who have 

anti-tobacco attitudes (e.g., non-smokers).  Moreover, those who have positive 

attitudes toward smoking are less likely to receive anti-tobacco information from 

conversation, because their conversation is likely to occur with their fellow smokers.  
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Past studies reported that smokers tend to have peers who smoke (e.g., Ennett & 

Bauman, 1994; Ennett, Bauman, & Koch, 1994; Mercken, Candel, Willems, & de 

Vries, 2007).  The homogeneity of adolescent peer groups with respect to cigarette 

smoking has been explained by both influence (i.e., friendships cause smoking 

behavior) and selection (i.e., smoking behavior promotes friendship) processes 

(Ennett & Bauman; Hall & Valente, 2007; Mercken et al., 2007).  Given the 

homogeneity of a social network, hardcore smokers, compared to non-smokers, are 

less likely to receive anti-smoking messages from conversation and, thus, the 

potentially positive impact of campaign conversation on smoking beliefs is less 

likely to be found with hardcore smokers.  In other words, conversation 

participants’ smoking status is expected to determine the content and valence of 

conversation, which, in turn, influence the effect of conversation on smoking beliefs.  

In light of these ideas, it is hypothesized that the impact of campaign conversation 

on smoking beliefs will vary by smoking status of conversation participants. 

 

Hypothesis 4: A person’s smoking status will moderate the relationship between 

campaign conversation frequency and smoking beliefs.  More specifically, the 

positive impact of campaign conversation on smoking beliefs will be more 

pronounced for non-smokers. 

 

 Figure 2.1 displays a model of this study.  It illustrates that the impact of 

TruthSM campaign availability in the media environment on individuals’ smoking 
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beliefs is mediated by campaign encoded exposure and campaign conversation, and 

that a person’s smoking status affects the processes.  More specifically, the encoded 

exposure component of the model is tested using three hypotheses.  First, H1a 

hypothesizes that TruthSM campaign availability will be positively associated with a 

person’s level of encoded exposure.  H1b hypothesizes that a person’s level of 

campaign encoded exposure will be positively associated with negative beliefs about 

smoking.  Finally, H1c hypothesizes that the impact of TruthSM campaign 

availability on smoking beliefs will be mediated by encoded exposure.  In addition, 

the campaign conversation component of the model is examined using three 

research questions.  First, RQ1a examines whether TruthSM campaign availability 

will be positively associated with individuals’ engagement in campaign-related 

conversation.  RQ1b assesses whether engagement in campaign conversation will 

be positively associated with negative beliefs about smoking.  Last, RQ1c 

ascertains whether campaign conversation will mediate the impact of TruthSM 

campaign availability on smoking beliefs.  With regard to the relationship between 

the two potential mediators, i.e., encoded exposure and campaign conversation, H2 

hypothesizes that encoded exposure will be positively associated with campaign 

conversation.  Finally, it is examined whether a person’s smoking status moderates 

the relationships between a) TruthSM campaign availability and encoded exposure 

(RQ2), b) TruthSM campaign availability and campaign conversation (RQ3), c) 

encoded exposure and smoking beliefs (H3), and d) campaign conversation and 

smoking beliefs (H4).    
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Figure 2.1 

Campaign exposure and campaign conversation as dual mediators of campaign effects 
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Methods 

Data 

Hypotheses and research questions of this study were tested using secondary 

analyses of the Legacy Media Tracking Survey (LMTS) data.  LMTS, conducted by 

the American Legacy Foundation, is a random digit dialing telephone survey of a 

nationally representative sample of youth, ages ranging from 12 to 24 (Niederdeppe, 

Lindsey, Girlando, Ulasevich, & Farrelly, 2003).  LMTS was originally developed 

to monitor youths’ exposure to and reception of the TruthSM Campaign, although it 

also measured youths’ response to other anti-tobacco campaigns implemented by the 

tobacco industry.  Tobacco companies like Philip Morris and Lorillard Tobacco 

Company launched anti-tobacco campaigns to improve their public image, which 

had been severely damaged by evidence about their efforts to attract youths to 

smoking (Wakefield et al., 2006).  More specifically, Philip Morris launched the 

“Think. Don’t Smoke” Campaign, a national television campaign of which main 

message was that youths do not need to smoke to fit in with their peers, in 1998.  

Lorillard Tobacco Company, in addition, launched the “Tobacco is Whacko if You’re 

a Teen” Campaign, another anti-tobacco television campaign in 1999.  Individuals’ 

responses to the “Think. Don’t Smoke” Campaign and the “Tobacco is Whacko if 

You’re a Teen” Campaign were not examined in this study because GRP (Gross 

Rating Point) information of the two campaigns was not available.   

LMTS was conducted three times in total; once prior to the launch of the 

TruthSM Campaign and twice during the campaign.  This study analyzed the second 
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and third LMTS data, because the goal of this study was to examine the processes 

and effects of the TruthSM Campaign.  The two surveys (LMTS II and LMTS III) 

were conducted from September to December in 2000 and April to July 2001, 

collecting data from 10,692 and 10,411 youths, respectively.  Response rates of 

LMTS II and III were 52.3 and 56.7 percent, respectively (Niederdeppe et al., 2003).  

More details about survey respondents are reported elsewhere (Farrelly, Davis et al., 

2002; Niederdeppe et al.). 

 

Measures 

Campaign availability was assessed by Gross Rating Point (GRP) of the 

TruthSM Campaign.  GRP information about the campaign was obtained through 

staff reports (Jane Allen, American Legacy Foundation).  For LMTS II, TruthSM 

GRPs was calculated by adding GRPs of the first three quarters of 2000.  This time 

span was the period that the TruthSM Campaign was aired prior to the LMTS II 

survey.  For LMTS III, TruthSM GRPs was calculated by adding GRPs of the last 

quarter of 2000 and GRPs of the first quarter of 2001, because this time span was 

the period that the TruthSM Campaign was aired between LMTS II and LMTS III.  

In both data sets, campaign encoded exposure was measured using 

respondents’ aided recall of TruthSM campaign messages.  More specifically, in 

LMTS II and III, respondents were given short descriptions of 16 and 6 TruthSM ads, 

respectively, and then were asked to report whether they had seen each ad or not.  

Respondents’ recall of each ad (either yes or no) was averaged across the ads.  
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Those who answered affirmatively to each of the recall questions were asked 

whether they had talked to their friends about the ad.  In other words, respondent’s 

campaign conversation was measured by whether they talked to their friends about 

each of the 16 and 6 ads in LMTS II and III, respectively.  Again, responses (either 

yes or no) were averaged across the ads.  Table 2.1 presents a list of the TruthSM ads 

used to measure exposure and conversation.  

 

Table 2.1 

TruthSM Ads Assessed in LMTS II and LMTS III 

  Description 
LMTS II 1 Shows young people driving around a neighborhood in a truck 

with a loud speaker 
 2 Shows young people unloading large white bags from a truck 

onto a city sidewalk 
 3 Shows a young man ripping ads or pages out of a magazine 
 4 Shows young people filling out name tags 
 5 Shows teenagers sending a small boy into a store so that you can 

see what it looks like through his eyes 
 6 Shows three teenagers driving around in a big, old car 
 7 Shows 3 young people interviewing a man working in a 

convenience store 
 8 Shows a well-dressed black man in a room talking about tobacco 

or smoking 
 9 Shows a young person talking about messages sent to a website 

or Internet message board 
 10 Shows a young person holding a digital sign with a flashing 

numbers 
 11 Shows young people in an airplane flying over green fields 
 12 Shows young people dragging black bags onto a beach 
 13 Shows young people and horses in the desert 
 14 Shows young people dancing at a nightclub 
 15 Shows a young man talking about memorials in Washington, 

D.C. 
 16 Shows a man in a business suit talking about recalling all 

cigarettes 
LMTS III 1 Shows a man in a business suit talking about recalling all 

cigarettes 
 2 Shows two teenagers bringing a lie detector into an office 
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building 
 3 Shows people yelling into megaphones outside an office building 
 4 Shows a young man in a record store doing a strange dance, 

wearing headphones 
 5 Shows a young man talking about memorials in Washington, 

D.C. 
 6 Shows African-American youth talking to African-American 

men about lung cancer 

 

Smoking beliefs in LMTS II and III were assessed by the following eleven 

items: “Young people who smoke cigarettes have more friends,” “People your age 

who smoke are less attractive,” “Smoking makes people your age look attractive,” 

“Nonsmokers don’t like to date someone who smokes,” “Smoking cigarettes makes 

people your age look cool or fit in,” “Smoking is a way to show others that you’re 

not afraid to take risks,” “Not smoking is a way to express your independence,” “It 

is safe to smoke for only a year or two, as long as you quit after that,” “Smoking 

cigarettes can help keep your weight down,” “People who smoke regularly have a 

much harder time keeping up in sports,” “A pregnant woman can harm her unborn 

baby if she smokes cigarettes.”  For each statement, respondents reported the extent 

to which they agreed with the statement on a four point scale ranging from strongly 

agree (1) to strongly disagree (4).  The following items were reverse coded: 

“People your age who smoke are less attractive,” “Nonsmokers don’t like to date 

someone who smokes,” “Not smoking is a way to express your independence,” 

“People who smoke regularly have a much harder time keeping up in sports,” and 

“A pregnant woman can harm her unborn baby if she smokes cigarettes.”  For the 

sake of comparability, items that were not included in both LMTS II and III were 

excluded in assessing smoking beliefs.  The items excluded in assessing smoking 
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beliefs were “Smoking is a way to take control over your life” (LMTS II) and 

“Smoking cigarettes is disgusting” (LMTS III).  The 11 belief items showed high 

reliability (LMTS II: α = .74; LMTS III: α = .73) and, accordingly, were 

averaged to measure smoking beliefs.  

In terms of smoking status, individuals were categorized into non-smokers, 

smokers with intentions to quit smoking, and smokers without intentions to quit 

smoking, based on past anti-smoking campaign literature which distinguished 

smokers with quitting intentions from smokers without such intentions (Unger, Cruz, 

Schuster, Flora, & Johnson, 2001).  In both LMTS II and III, respondents’ smoking 

status was measured by whether one had smoked cigarettes during the past 30 days 

and, if so, whether one wanted to completely stop smoking cigarettes.  Those who 

did not smoke cigarettes during the past 30 days were considered as non-smokers.  

Of those who smoked cigarettes during the past 30 days, those who responded that 

they wanted to completely stop smoking cigarettes were considered as smokers with 

quitting intentions, whereas those who had not such intentions were named as 

smokers without quitting intentions.  Smoking status information was incorporated 

into actual analyses using dummy-coding.   More specifically, two dummy 

variables were created: quitting intention and no quitting intention.  As for the first 

dummy variable, i.e., “quitting intention,” smokers who had intentions to quit 

smoking were coded as one, whereas others (i.e., non-smokers and smokers who did 

not have such intentions) were coded as zero.  As for the other dummy variable, i.e., 

“no quitting intention,” smokers who did not have intentions to quit smoking were 
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coded as one, whereas others (i.e., non-smokers and smokers who had intentions to 

quit smoking) were coded as zero.  In other words, in this coding scheme, the 

reference group was non-smokers.  It means that a significance test of the “quitting 

intention” dummy variable assessed whether there was a difference in outcome 

measures between smokers with quitting intentions and non-smokers, whereas a 

significance test of the “no quitting intention” dummy variable examined whether 

there was a difference in outcome measures between smokers without quitting 

intentions and non-smokers. 

In addition, background variables, such as age, gender, race, the extent of 

peers’ smoking, academic performance, religious service attendance, and the amount 

of TV viewing were included in the model as covariates in order to control for their 

effects on outcome variables.  The extent of peers’ smoking was assessed by asking 

respondents to report how many of their four closest friends smoke.  Academic 

performance was measured by respondents’ self evaluation of how well they had 

done in school ranging from much worse than average (1) to much better than 

average (5).  In addition, the extent of respondents’ religious service attendance 

was measured by asking respondents to report how often they went to church, 

synagogue, or religious services on a four-point scale with never (1) and often (4) at 

each end.  Lastly, the amount of TV viewing was measured by asking respondents to 

report the average amount of hours they watched TV during the past seven days.   

 

Analysis plan 
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This study models multilevel relationships across two levels (i.e., media 

environment and individual).  For example, the relationship between TruthSM GRP 

(campaign availability) and encoded exposure examined in this study is a multilevel 

relationship in that TruthSM campaign activity exists in the media environment 

whereas encoded exposure occurs at the individual level.   

A unit of media environment often used is Designated Market Area (DMA).  

DMA is a geographic area corresponding to the broadcast reach of local TV stations 

in a metropolitan area.  For example, Minneapolis area belongs to Minneapolis-

St.Paul DMA and Fargo area belongs to Fargo-Valley City DMA.  There are 210 

DMAs in the U.S. in total, and a person’s media environment is determined by 

which DMA one lives in.  Individuals who live in the same DMA will share the 

same campaign environment, whereas individuals who live in different DMAs will 

experience different campaign environments, because communication message 

availability (e.g., GRPs) typically varies by DMAs.  Using DMA information in 

assessing the effect of a communication message is not new.  For example, Hwang 

and Southwell (2008) tested the effect of Discoveries and Breakthroughs Inside 

Science (DBIS; for detail, see Southwell & Torres, 2006), a syndicated science news 

service available to local television stations in many markets around the US, by 

testing whether there is a difference in science beliefs between individuals living in 

DMAs with the DBIS service and individuals living in DMAs without the service. 

When testing multilevel relationships, regression is not an optimal analysis 

method, because multilevel data violates the assumption about the independence of 
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observations of regression.  For example, if we test the impact of TruthSM GRP on 

encoded exposure using regression, every individual who belongs to the same DMA 

(e.g., Minneapolis-St.Paul DMA) becomes to have an identical X value, i.e., TruthSM 

GRPs of Minneapolis-St.Paul DMA.  Additionally, individuals in the same DMA 

are expected to be more like one another than like individuals from different DMAs 

on unmeasured variables, too.  This is problematic because regression assumes that 

every observation is independent of one another.  The nonindependence among 

individuals of the same DMA can make error terms correlated and, accordingly, 

make significance tests incorrect (Osborne, 2000).  Multilevel modeling 

(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) is a modeling method that can address the problem of 

nonindependence of observations.  

Multilevel modeling can account for nonindependence via simultaneous 

estimation of the level one and level two equations (for details, see Hayes, 2006; 

Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).  More specifically, in multilevel modeling, the level 1 

equation models a relationship between an outcome measure and level 1 predictors, 

whereas the level 2 equations model relationships between level 1 parameters (i.e., 

intercept and slopes) and level 2 predictors.  For example, in the following example 

model, the level 1 equation models the relationship between campaign encoded 

exposure and level one predictors.  More specifically, encoded exposure is 

regressed on age, gender, race, smoking status, the extent of peers’ smoking, 

academic performance, religious service attendance, and the amount of TV viewing.  

The level 2 equations, on the other hand, model the relationship between level 1 
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parameters (i.e., intercept and slopes) and level 2 predictors (i.e., TruthSM GRP, 

population density, market median income, and market level education).  In other 

words, the level 2 equations express level 1 parameters as a function of level 2 

predictors (TruthSM GRP, population density, market median income, and market 

level education).  

 

Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Level 2 (DMA level) model: 
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In the level 2 equations presented above, population density, market median 

income, and market level education were included as level 2 predictors to control for 

their potential impacts on campaign encoded exposure.  Because this dissertation 

research uses preexisting variation in TruthSM GRPs across DMAs, instead of 

randomly assigning different levels of TruthSM GRPs to each DMA, there was a 

possibility that variables other than TruthSM GRPs could explain the observed 

relationship between TruthSM GRPs and encoded exposure.  In order to test whether 

there existed such potential confounding, it was tested whether DMAs that had 
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higher TruthSM GRPs were in any way different from DMAs that had lower TruthSM 

GRPs.  More specifically, TruthSM GRPs was correlated with each of the following 

features of DMAs: population density, median income, and educational attainment 

(a percentage of people who had at least some college education).  DMA features 

used in this analysis were 2000 estimates obtained from DemographicsNow, an on-

line reference source for US demographic data now available through many 

university libraries.   

Results showed that TruthSM GRPs was significantly correlated with 

population density (r = .61, p < .001), market median income (r = .47, p < .001), and 

market level educational attainment (r = .23, p < .01).  The positive correlations of 

TruthSM GRPs with the aforementioned market level variables indicate a possibility 

that the relationship between TruthSM GRPs and campaign encoded exposure could 

be spurious.  To eliminate these alternative explanations, I statistically controlled 

for the impact of the market level variables, i.e., population density, market median 

income, and market level education, by including them as additional level 2 

predictors.  

For actual analyses, HLM software (version 6), a software specifically 

designed for multilevel modeling, was used.  For parameter estimations, the full 

maximum likelihood method was used.  Level 1 predictors were group-mean 

centered, whereas level 2 predictors were grand-mean centered.   

 

Description of respondents 
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The use of multilevel modeling resulted in some minor loss of data.  

Because the sample was drawn to be nationally representative rather than 

representative at the DMA level, some DMAs represented in the original sample did 

not have a sufficient number of people to produce a stable DMA-level estimate for 

outcome variables.  In order to avoid possible underestimation of standard errors 

caused by a low number of individuals within a level 2 group, i.e., DMA (Harwell, 

Post, Cutler, & Maeda, 2005; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002), I chose to limit DMA 

groups that had at least 10 participants in the data set.  This means that 73 and 100 

DMAs which had less than 10 survey participants were excluded from analyses in 

LMTS II and III, respectively.  As a result, the final datasets included 10,357 

individuals from 133 DMAs (LMTS II) and 10,079 individuals from 84 DMAs 

(LMTS III).  The maximum number of individuals from a single DMA was 672 

with a median of 28 individuals in LMTS II and 654 with a median of 43 individuals 

in LMTS III.  
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Results 

Descriptive statistics and correlations 

Descriptive statistics for all measures included in the analyses are presented 

in Table 2.2 (LMTS II) and Table 2.3 (LMTS III).  Participants ranged from 12 to 

24 years old and mean ages of respondents of LMTS II and LMTS III were 16.96 

(SD = 3.57) and 16.51 (SD = 3.36), respectively.  Approximately 54 and 53 

percents of the sample were female in LMTS II and III, respectively.  While 

approximately 49 and 56 percents of the sample were white or Caucasian, 17 and 14 

percents of the sample were African-American in LMTS II and III, respectively.  In 

addition to racial description, approximately 20 and 21 percents of the sample 

reported being Latino (or Latina) or Hispanic in LMTS II and III, respectively.  

81% and 5% of LMTS II respondents were non-smokers and smokers without 

quitting intentions, whereas 84% and 4% of LMTS III respondents were non-

smokers and smokers without quitting intentions, respectively.  Respondents in 

both data sets reported that about two of their four closest friends smoked (LMTS II: 

M = 2.12, SD =1.41; LMTS III: M = 2.00, SD = 1.36).  Self-rated academic 

performance in both data sets (LMTS II: M = 3.73, SD =.82; LMTS III: M = 3.76, 

SD = .84) was slightly higher than the mid-point (3).  Respondents’ average 

religious service attendance was between rarely and sometimes (LMTS II: M = 2.54, 

SD = 1.29; LMTS III: M = 2.67, SD = 1.27).  The mean levels of TV viewing were 

3.01 (SD = 2.91) and 3.38 (SD = 2.91) hours in LMTS II and III, respectively.  The 

average levels of exposure to the TruthSM Campaign were 0.18 (SD = 0.15) and 0.16 
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(SD = 0.18) in LMTS II and III, respectively.  In addition, the average levels of 

conversation about the campaign were 0.21 (SD = 0.33) and 0.19 (SD = 0.36) in 

LMTS II and III, respectively.  Mean smoking beliefs of LMTS II and III were 3.19 

(SD = 0.37) and 3.22 (SD = 0.37), indicating that respondents had moderately 

negative smoking beliefs.   

With regard to the level 2 variables, the mean TruthSM GRPs across DMAs 

in LMTS II and III were 3526 (SD = 1962) and 1409 (SD = 1049), respectively.  

The mean population densities across DMAs of LMTS II and III were 183 (SD = 

245) and 221 (SD = 296) and the average median incomes across DMAs of LMTS II 

and III were $39,212 (SD = 6,627) and $39,438 (SD = 7,421).  The mean 

proportions of people with at least some college education across DMAs were 50% 

(SD = 7%) and 51% (SD = 7%) in LMTS II and III.   

 

Table 2.2 

Descriptive Statistics for All Measures of LMTS II 

Variable  % M (SD) Range 
Level 1 variables    
Age (n=10353)  16.96 (3.57) 12-24 
Gender (n=10357) 
  Female 
  Male 

 
54% 
46% 

  

Race (n=10330) 
  White 
  Black 
  Hispanic 

 
49% 
17% 
20% 

  

Smoking status (n=10275) 
  Non-smoker 
  Smoker with quitting intention 
  Smoker without quitting intention 

 
81% 
14% 
5% 

  

Peer smoking (n=10283)  2.12 (1.41) 0-4 
Academic performance (n=10283)  3.73 (.82) 1-5 
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Religious service attendance 
(n=10273) 

 2.54 (1.29) 1-4 

TV hour (n=10208)  3.01 (2.91) 0-16.58 
Exposure (n=10356)  0.18 (0.15) 0-1 
Conversation (n=8384)  0.21 (0.33) 0-1 
Smoking belief (n=10356)  3.19 (0.37) 1-4 
    
Level 2 variables (n=133)    
Campaign availability (TruthSM GRP)  3526.05 

(1962.08) 
1129-9425 

Population density   183.33 (244.94) 6.9-1717.6 
Median income   39211.66 

(6627.04) 
24694-
62331 

Market education  49.95 (7.04) 31.2-66.2 

 

Table 2.3 

Descriptive Statistics for All Measures of LMTS III 

Variable  % M (SD) Range 
Level 1 variables    
Age (n=10078)  16.51 (3.36) 12-24 
Gender (n=10079) 
  Female 
  Male 

 
53% 
47% 

  

Race (n=10030) 
  White 
  Black 
  Hispanic 

 
56% 
14% 
21% 

  

Smoking status (n=10006) 
  Non-smoker 
  Smoker with quitting intention 
  Smoker without quitting intention 

 
84% 
12% 
4% 

  

Peer smoking (n=9987)  2.00 (1.36) 0-4 
Academic performance (n=10001)  3.76 (0.84) 1-5 
Religious service attendance 
(n=9966) 

 2.67 (1.27) 1-4 

TV hour (n=9969)  3.38 (2.91) 0-16.17 
Exposure (n=10079)  0.16 (0.18) 0-1 
Conversation (n=5585)  0.19 (0.36) 0-1 
Smoking belief (n=10078)  3.22 (0.37) 1-4 
    
Level 2 variables (n=84)    
Campaign availability (TruthSM GRP)  1409.49 

(1048.93) 
254-4965 

Population density   221.05 (295.84) 6.9-1717.6 
Median income   39437.55 24694-
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(7421.03) 62331 
Market education  50.71 (7.41) 31.2-66.2 

 

Table 2.4 presents correlations between level 1 variables.  Negative beliefs 

about smoking (anti-smoking beliefs) were positively associated with the extent to 

which a person was exposed to the campaign messages (encoded exposure; rLMTSII 

= .06, p < .001, rLMTSIII  = .03, p < .01) and the extent to which a person engaged in 

conversation about the campaign (campaign conversation; rLMTSII = .07, p < .001, 

rLMTSIII  = .04, p < .01).  In addition, older youths, females, non-smokers, those who 

had fewer smoking peers, and those who reported greater academic achievements 

were more likely to report negative beliefs about smoking. 
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Table 2.4 

Zero-order Correlation between Level 1 Variables 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1. Age - .06*** -.06*** .05*** .01 .25*** .14*** .3 3*** -.05*** -.21*** -.07*** .02* -.02 -.09*** 
2. Male -.08*** - .03** -.04*** -.01 .00 .02 -.01 -.08*** -.04*** .01 .11*** .01 -.08*** 
3. White .04*** .01 - n.a. n.a. .02* .04*** .00 .08*** -.05*** -.18*** -.01 -.05*** .10*** 
4. Black .03** -.05*** n.a. - n.a. -.04*** -.04*** -.05*** -.04*** .11*** .18*** .07*** .05** -.02 
5. Hispanic -.05*** .01 n.a. n.a. - .01 -.01 .06*** -.08*** .01 .08*** -.05*** .02 -.10*** 
6. QuitIntent .24*** .01 .07*** -.05*** -.02* - n.a. .42*** -.12*** -.16*** -.01 .03** .01 -.18*** 
7. NoQuitIntent .15*** .03** .06*** -.05*** -.02* n.a. - .24*** -.07*** -.11*** -.01 .00 -.02 -.16*** 
8. PeerSmoke .31*** -.00 .07*** -.06*** .00 .41*** .25*** - -.18*** -.22*** .01 .02 .01 -.27*** 
9. Academic -.04*** -.07*** .02 -.01 -.07*** -.13*** -.05*** -.18*** - .10*** -.09*** -.00 .02 .18*** 
10. Religious -.23*** -.04*** -.06*** .10*** .04***  -.16*** -.10*** -.23*** .10*** - .01 -.08*** .03 . 11*** 
11. TVHour -.08*** .03* -.11*** .10*** .05*** -.04* ** -.01 -.01 -.08*** .01 - .08*** .00 -.05*** 
12. Exposure -.06*** .13*** -.05*** .06*** .02 -.00 -.02 -.01 -.00 -.04*** .09*** - .07*** .03** 
13. Conversation -.02* -.05*** -.04** .05*** .03** -.01 -.03** .01 .04*** .07*** -.01 .12*** - .04** 
14. Anti-smoking 

beliefs 
-.04*** -.10*** .07*** -.02 -.07*** -.17*** -.17***  -.24*** .17*** .10*** -.03** .06*** .07*** - 

Note. .05.* <p .01.** <p .001.*** <p  Correlations from LMTS II are shown in the lower diagonals, whereas correlations from LMTS III are 

shown in the upper diagonals. 
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Multilevel modeling 

In LMTS II, there was significant variation in campaign encoded exposure 

( 23.431)132(2
=χ , p < .001) and smoking beliefs ( 70.230)132(2

=χ , p < .001) across 

DMAs.  However, there was no variation in campaign conversation across DMAs 

( 47.116)132(2 =χ , p = n.s.).  The intraclass correlations of a fully unconditional model 

(i.e., a model without any predictors) were .02 for encoded exposure and .01 for 

smoking beliefs.  This suggests that roughly 2% and 1% of the total variance in 

encoded exposure and smoking belief in LMTS II lies between level two groups 

(DMAs), respectively.  

In LMTS III, all outcome measures showed significant variation across 

DMAs.  Mores specifically, there was significant variation in campaign encoded 

exposure ( 94.216)83(2 =χ , p < .001), campaign conversation ( 67.118)83(2 =χ , p < .01), 

and smoking belief ( 63.219)83(2
=χ , p < .001) across DMAs.  The intraclass 

correlations of a fully unconditional model were .02 for encoded exposure, .01 for 

campaign conversation, and .01 for smoking beliefs.  This suggests that roughly 

2%, 1%, and 1% of the total variance in encoded exposure, campaign conversation, 

and smoking beliefs in LMTS III lies between DMAs, respectively.  

 

Hypothesis 1a: The impact of campaign availability on encoded exposure 

H1a predicted that TruthSM campaign availability would positively affect 

individuals’ level of encoded exposure.  In order to test this hypothesis, encoded 

exposure was regressed on covariates (age, gender, race, smoking status, the extent 
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of peers’ smoking, academic performance, religious service attendance, and the 

amount of TV viewing), whereas the intercept and slopes of level 1 equation were 

regressed on level 2 predictors (TruthSM GRP, population density, market median 

income, and market level education).  (Refer to Appendix A for equations.)  

Results show that there was a positive relationship between TruthSM GRP and 

encoded exposure in both LMTS II and III (LMTS II: 01γ =0.000005, t (128) = 2.93, 

p < 0.01; LMTS III: 01γ =0.000009, t (79) = 2.30, p < 0.05).  Table 2.5 presents 

analysis results of LMTS II.  Thus, H1a was supported in both LMTS II and III.   

 

Table 2.5 

Multilevel Modeling Results for Prediction of Encoded Exposure by Campaign 

Availability (LMTS II)  

  Coefficient 
(SE) 

t 

Fixed effects    
Level 1 (n=10,357)    

Intercept 00γ̂  0.17 (0.00) 61.68*** 
Age 10γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -3.40** 
Male 20γ̂  0.03 (0.00) 8.33*** 
White 30γ̂  -0.01 (0.01) -1.18 
Black 40γ̂  0.01 (0.01) 0.58 

Hispanic 50γ̂  -0.01 (0.01) -1.07 
Smoker with quitting intention 60γ̂  0.00 (0.01) 0.48 
Smoker without quitting intention 70γ̂  -0.01 (0.01) -0.50 
Peer smoking 80γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.45  
Academic performance 90γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.73 
Religious service attendance 100γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -2.61* 
TV hour 110γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 5.91*** 
    

Level 2 (133 groups)    
TruthSM GRP (Campaign availability) 01γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 2.93** 
TruthSM GRP×Age 11γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.01 
TruthSM GRP×Male 21γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 3.07** 
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TruthSM GRP×White 31γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.19 
TruthSM GRP×Black 41γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.04 
TruthSM GRP×Hispanic 51γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.61 
TruthSM GRP×Smoker w/ quitting intention 61γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.83 
TruthSM GRP×Smoker w/o quitting intention 71γ̂  -0.00 (0.00)  -2.62* 
TruthSM GRP×Peer smoking 81γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.85+ 
TruthSM GRP×Academic performance 91γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 2.72** 
TruthSM GRP×Religious service attendance 101γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.99* 
TruthSM GRP×TV hour 111γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.67 
Population density 02γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.62 
Pop. Density×Age 12γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.69 
Pop. Density×Male 22γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.60 
Pop. Density×White 32γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.25 
Pop. Density×Black 42γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.78 
Pop. Density×Hispanic 52γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.36 
Pop. Density×Smoker w/ quitting intention 62γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.52 
Pop. Density×Smoker w/o quitting intention  72γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 2.47* 
Pop. Density×Peer smoking 82γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.79+ 
Pop. Density×Academic performance 92γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -2.38* 
Pop. Density×Religious service attendance 102γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.58 
Pop. Density×TV hour 112γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.20 
Median income 03γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.05 
M. income×Age 13γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.33 
M. income×Male 23γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -2.20* 
M. income×White 33γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.85 
M. income×Black 43γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.03 
M. income×Hispanic 53γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.38 
M. income×Smoker w/ quitting intention 63γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.13 
M. income×Smoker w/o quitting intention  73γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.20 
M. income×Peer smoking 83γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.67+ 
M. income×Academic performance 93γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.91 
M. income×Religious service attendance 103γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.50 
M. income×TV hour 113γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.83 
Market education 04γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 2.94** 
M. education×Age 14γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.17 
M. education×Male 24γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.79+ 
M. education×White 34γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.39 
M. education×Black 44γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.83 
M. education×Hispanic 54γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.55 
M. education×Smoker w/ quitting intention 64γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.40 
M. education×Smoker w/o quitting intention  74γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.10 
M. education×Peer smoking 84γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.27 
M. education×Academic performance 94γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.48 
M. education×Religious service attendance 104γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.66 
M. education×TV hour 114γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.83 
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Note. .10.<+ p .05.* <p .01.** <p .001.*** <p   

 

Hypothesis 1b: The impact of encoded exposure on smoking beliefs 

H1b hypothesized that campaign encoded exposure would be positively 

associated with negative smoking beliefs.  This hypothesis was tested by a) 

regressing smoking beliefs on covariates (i.e., age, gender, race, smoking status, the 

extent of peers’ smoking, academic performance, and religious service attendance), 

campaign encoded exposure, and campaign conversation, and then by b) regressing 

the intercept and slopes of level 1 equation on level 2 predictors (i.e., TruthSM GRP, 

population density, market median income, and market level education).  (Refer to 

Appendix A for equations.) 

As presented in Table 2.6, in LMTS II, there was a positive relationship 

between encoded exposure and smoking beliefs (110γ =0.16, t (128) = 3.28, p < 0.01) 

even after controlling for the impact of campaign conversation and covariates on 

smoking beliefs.  However, however, there was a marginally significant 

relationship between encoded exposure and smoking beliefs in LMTS III (110γ =0.07, 

t (79) = 1.72, p < 0.10), although the relationship was significant when campaign 

conversation was not included in the model as a predictor (110γ =0.11, t (79) = 4.47, p 

< 0.001).  Thus, H1b, which hypothesized that campaign exposure would be 

positively related to negative smoking beliefs, was supported in LMTS II, but was 

not supported in LMTS III.   
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Table 2.6 

Multilevel Modeling Results for Prediction of Smoking Beliefs by Encoded Exposure 

(LMTS II) 

  Coefficient 
(SE) 

T 

Fixed effects    
Level 1 (n=10,357)    

Intercept 00γ̂  3.21 (0.01) 433.85*** 
Age 10γ̂  0.01 (0.00) 4.52*** 
Male 20γ̂  -0.07 (0.01) -6.25*** 
White 30γ̂  0.03 (0.02) 1.69+ 
Black 40γ̂  -0.06 (0.03) -1.99* 

Hispanic 50γ̂  -0.02 (0.02) -0.79 
Smoker with quitting intention 60γ̂  -0.13 (0.02) -8.21*** 
Smoker without quitting intention 70γ̂  -0.35 (0.03) -13.89*** 
Peer smoking 80γ̂  -0.04 (0.00) -9.82***  
Academic performance 90γ̂  0.06 (0.01) 6.56*** 
Religious service attendance 100γ̂  0.02 (0.01) 3.22** 
Encoded exposure 110γ̂  0.16 (0.05) 3.28** 
Campaign conversation 120γ̂  0.06 (0.02) 3.57** 
    

Level 2 (133 groups)    
TruthSM GRP (Campaign availability) 01γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.38 
TruthSM GRP×Age 11γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.56 
TruthSM GRP×Male 21γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.17 
TruthSM GRP×White 31γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.24 
TruthSM GRP×Black 41γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.34 
TruthSM GRP×Hispanic 51γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.44 
TruthSM GRP×Smoker w/ quitting intention 61γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.62 
TruthSM GRP×Smoker w/o quitting intention 71γ̂  0.00 (0.00)  2.39* 
TruthSM GRP×Peer smoking 81γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.79 
TruthSM GRP×Academic performance 91γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.54 
TruthSM GRP×Religious service attendance 101γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.61 
TruthSM GRP×Encoded exposure 111γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.46 
TruthSM GRP×Campaign conversation 121γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.90 
Population density 02γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.10 
Pop. Density×Age 12γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.01 
Pop. Density×Male 22γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.62 
Pop. Density×White 32γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.44 
Pop. Density×Black 42γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.20 
Pop. Density×Hispanic 52γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.05 
Pop. Density×Smoker w/ quitting intention 62γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.80+ 
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Pop. Density×Smoker w/o quitting intention  72γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.13 
Pop. Density×Peer smoking 82γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.08 
Pop. Density×Academic performance 92γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.17 
Pop. Density×Religious service attendance 102γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.79 
Pop. Density×Encoded exposure 112γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.62 
Pop. Density×Campaign conversation 122γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.90+ 
Median income 03γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.37 
M. income×Age 13γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.09 
M. income×Male 23γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.23 
M. income×White 33γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.63 
M. income×Black 43γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.05 
M. income×Hispanic 53γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.30 
M. income×Smoker w/ quitting intention 63γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.71+ 
M. income×Smoker w/o quitting intention  73γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.43 
M. income×Peer smoking 83γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.67 
M. income×Academic performance 93γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.39 
M. income×Religious service attendance 103γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.59 
M. income×Encoded exposure 113γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.65 
M. income×Campaign conversation 123γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.79 
Market education 04γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.12 
M. education×Age 14γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.21 
M. education×Male 24γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.93+ 
M. education×White 34γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.61 
M. education×Black 44γ̂  -0.01 (0.00) -1.29 
M. education×Hispanic 54γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.39 
M. education×Smoker w/ quitting intention 64γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.79 
M. education×Smoker w/o quitting intention  74γ̂  0.01 (0.00) 2.78** 
M. education×Peer smoking 84γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.46 
M. education×Academic performance 94γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.66 
M. education×Religious service attendance 104γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.40 
M. education×Encoded exposure 114γ̂  0.00 (0.01) 0.02 
M. education×Campaign conversation 124γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.04 

Note. .10.<+ p .05.* <p .01.** <p .001.*** <p  

  

Hypothesis 1c: The mediating role of encoded exposure in the relationship between 

campaign availability and smoking beliefs 

H1c predicted that campaign encoded exposure would mediate the 

relationship between TruthSM campaign availability and smoking beliefs.  The 
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mediational role of encoded exposure was tested using a multilevel mediational 

analysis (Krull & MacKinnon, 1999, 2001).  Similar to a single level mediation test, 

a multilevel mediational test can be conducted by estimating a) the effect of the 

independent variable on the posited mediator (aβ ) and b) the effect of the mediator 

variable on the dependent variable (bβ ) while controlling for the impact of the 

independent variable.  In this study, aβ , the coefficient of TruthSM GRP, was 

obtained by predicting encoded exposure using TruthSM GRP.  More specifically, 

encoded exposure was regressed on covariates (i.e., age, gender, race, smoking 

status, the extent of peers’ smoking, academic performance, and religious service 

attendance) in the level 1 equation, and the intercept and slopes of level 1 equation 

were regressed on TruthSM GRP and other level 2 predictors (level 2 equations).  In 

addition, bβ , the coefficient of encoded exposure, was garnered by predicting 

smoking beliefs using encoded exposure, while controlling for the impact of TruthSM 

GRP and campaign conversation.  More specifically, smoking beliefs was regressed 

on encoded exposure, campaign conversation, and covariates (level 1 equation), and 

the intercept and slopes of level 1 equation were regressed on TruthSM GRP and other 

level 2 predictors (level 2 equations).  Here, campaign conversation was 

statistically controlled to capture unique effects of campaign encoded exposure (that 

cannot be explained by campaign conversation).  Figure 2.2 displays the posited 

mediational role of encoded exposure.  (Refer to Appendix A for equations.) 

 

Figure 2.2.  
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Encoded exposure as a mediator of TruthSM campaign effects on smoking beliefs 

 

 

 

As presented in Tables 2.5 and 2.6, the values ofaβ  and bβ  garnered from 

multilevel modeling were 0.000005 ( 000002.0=
a

Sβ ) and 0.16 ( 05.0==
b

Sβ ) in LMTS II.  

Results of the Sobel test, a popular statistical test used to formally assess mediation, 

showed that the posited mediation was statistically significant (z = 2.00, p < 0.05).  

In other words, in LMTS II, encoded exposure mediated the relationship between 

TruthSM campaign availability and smoking beliefs even after the impact of 

campaign conversation was controlled.  In LMTS III, on the other hand, the posited 

mediation was not statistically significant (aβ = 0.000009, 000004.0=
a

Sβ ; bβ = 0.07, 

04.0==
b

Sβ ; z = 1.37, p = n.s.).  Thus, H1c was supported in LMTS II, but not in 

LMTS III.  

 

Research Question 1a: The impact of campaign availability on campaign 
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Exposure 

Smoking belief 

aβ  bβ

Level 2 
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conversation 

RQ1a asked a question of whether TruthSM campaign availability would 

affect the frequency of campaign conversation.  This research question was 

examined by a) regressing campaign conversation on covariates (i.e., age, gender, 

race, smoking status, the extent of peers’ smoking, academic performance, and 

religious service attendance) and then by b) regressing the intercept and slopes of 

level 1 equation on level 2 predictors (i.e., TruthSM GRP, population density, market 

median income, and market level education).  (Refer to Appendix A for equations.) 

Results presented in Table 2.7 show that there was a positive relationship 

between TruthSM GRP and campaign conversation (01γ =0.000005, t (128) = 2.27, p < 

0.05) in LMTS II.  In LMTS III, on the other hand, only a marginally significant 

relationship was found (01γ =0.00001, t (79) = 1.74, p < 0.10).  Thus, it can be said 

that TruthSM campaign availability positively influenced campaign conversation in 

LMTS II, but not in LMTS III.   

 

Table 2.7 

Multilevel Modeling Results for Prediction of Campaign Conversation by Campaign 

Availability (LMTS II) 

  Coefficient 
(SE) 

t 

Fixed effects    
Level 1 (n=10,357)    

Intercept 00γ̂  0.20 (0.01) 37.16*** 
Age 10γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.51 
Male 20γ̂  -0.04 (0.01) -3.54** 
White 30γ̂  0.01 (0.02) 0.57 
Black 40γ̂  0.09 (0.03) 3.44** 
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Hispanic 50γ̂  0.05 (0.03) 1.69+ 
Smoker with quitting intention 60γ̂  -0.02 (0.02) -1.08 
Smoker without quitting intention 70γ̂  0.01 (0.03) 0.21 
Peer smoking 80γ̂  0.01 (0.00) 2.74**  
Academic performance 90γ̂  0.02 (0.01) 2.53* 
Religious service attendance 100γ̂  0.01 (0.00) 3.29** 
    

Level 2 (133 groups)    
TruthSM GRP (Campaign availability) 01γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 2.27* 
TruthSM GRP×Age 11γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.49 
TruthSM GRP×Male 21γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 2.63* 
TruthSM GRP×White 31γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.91 
TruthSM GRP×Black 41γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.81 
TruthSM GRP×Hispanic 51γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.90 
TruthSM GRP×Smoker w/ quitting intention 61γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.11 
TruthSM GRP×Smoker w/o quitting intention 71γ̂  -0.00 (0.00)  -4.13*** 
TruthSM GRP×Peer smoking 81γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.44 
TruthSM GRP×Academic performance 91γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.91 
TruthSM GRP×Religious service attendance 101γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.97 
Population density 02γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.11 
Pop. Density×Age 12γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.68 
Pop. Density×Male 22γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -2.81** 
Pop. Density×White 32γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.64 
Pop. Density×Black 42γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.02 
Pop. Density×Hispanic 52γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.44 
Pop. Density×Smoker w/ quitting intention 62γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.18 
Pop. Density×Smoker w/o quitting intention  72γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 2.75** 
Pop. Density×Peer smoking 82γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.67 
Pop. Density×Academic performance 92γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.01 
Pop. Density×Religious service attendance 102γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.13 
Median income 03γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.10 
M. income×Age 13γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.03 
M. income×Male 23γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.35 
M. income×White 33γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.28 
M. income×Black 43γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.00 
M. income×Hispanic 53γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 2.01* 
M. income×Smoker w/ quitting intention 63γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.09 
M. income×Smoker w/o quitting intention  73γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.51 
M. income×Peer smoking 83γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.74 
M. income×Academic performance 93γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.23 
M. income×Religious service attendance 103γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.74+ 
Market education 04γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.25 
M. education×Age 14γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.86 
M. education×Male 24γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.05 
M. education×White 34γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.52 
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M. education×Black 44γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.12 
M. education×Hispanic 54γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -1.01 
M. education×Smoker w/ quitting intention 64γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 0.00 
M. education×Smoker w/o quitting intention  74γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.40 
M. education×Peer smoking 84γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.14 
M. education×Academic performance 94γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.25 
M. education×Religious service attendance 104γ̂  0.00 (0.00) 1.21 

Note. .10.<+ p .05.* <p .01.** <p .001.*** <p   

 

Research Question 1b: The impact of campaign conversation on smoking beliefs 

RQ1b raised a question of whether there would be a positive relationship 

between campaign conversation frequency and smoking beliefs.  This research 

question was examined using the same set of equations used to test H1b, although 

here the focus is on the impact of campaign conversation on smoking beliefs, rather 

than the impact of encoded exposure on smoking beliefs.  (Refer to Appendix A for 

equations.) 

Table 2.6 presented above shows that, after controlling for the impact of 

campaign exposure, there was a positive relationship between campaign 

conversation and smoking belief in LMTS II (120γ =0.06, t (128) = 3.57, p < 0.01).  

A similar positive relationship was found in LMTS III (120γ =0.06, t (79) = 3.43, p < 

0.01).  Thus, it can be said that campaign conversation was positively associated 

with negative smoking beliefs in both LMTS II and III. 

 

Research Question 1c: The mediating role of campaign conversation in the 

relationship between campaign availability and smoking beliefs 

RQ1c questioned whether campaign conversation could mediate the 
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relationship between TruthSM GRP and smoking beliefs.  This research question 

was examined using the same kind of multilevel mediation test used to test H1c.  

More specifically, aβ , the coefficient of TruthSM GRP, was obtained by predicting 

campaign conversation using TruthSM GRP, whereasbβ , the coefficient of campaign 

conversation, was acquired by predicting smoking beliefs using campaign 

conversation, while controlling for the impact of TruthSM GRP and encoded exposure. 

Here, campaign encoded exposure was statistically controlled to assess unique 

effects of campaign conversation (that cannot be explained by campaign encoded 

exposure).  Figure 2.3 displays the role of campaign conversation as a mediator of 

TruthSM campaign effects.  (Refer to Appendix A for equations.) 

 

Figure 2.3.  

Campaign conversation as a mediator of TruthSM campaign effects on smoking 

beliefs 
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Tables 2.7 and 2.6 showed that aβ  and bβ  of LMTS II were 0.000005 

( 000002.0=
a

Sβ ) and 0.06 ( 02.0==
b

Sβ ), respectively.  Results of the Sobel test shows 

that the posited mediation was statistically significant (z = 2.05, p < 0.05), indicating 

that campaign conversation mediated the relationship between TruthSM campaign 

availability and smoking beliefs in LMTS II even after the impact of encoded 

exposure was controlled.  On the other hand, the posited mediational relationship 

was not statistically significant in LMTS III (aβ = 0.00001, 000007.0=
a

Sβ ; bβ = 

0.06, 02.0==
b

Sβ ; z = 1.53, p = n.s.).  To sum up, campaign conversation played the 

posited mediational role in LMTS II, but not in LMTS III.  

 

Hypothesis 2: Relationship between encoded exposure and campaign conversation 

H2 predicted that campaign encoded exposure would be positively 

associated with campaign conversation.  This hypothesis was tested by predicting 

campaign conversation using encoded exposure and covariates (i.e., age, gender, 

race, smoking status, the extent of peers’ smoking, academic performance, and 

religious service attendance) using multilevel modeling.  (Refer to Appendix A for 

equations.) 

Results show that there was a positive relationship between encoded 

exposure and campaign conversation in both LMTS II and III.  As presented in 

Table 2.8, in LMTS II, encoded exposure was a positive predictor of campaign 

conversation after controlling for the effects of covariates (110γ = 0.29, t (132) = 9.72, 

p < 0.001).  A similar result was found with LMTS III (110γ = 0.18, t (83) = 7.60, p 
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< 0.001).  Thus, H2 was supported in both LMTS II and III.   

 

Table 2.8 

Multilevel Modeling Results for Prediction of Campaign Conversation by Encoded 

Exposure (LMTS II) 

  Coefficient 
(SE) 

t 

Fixed effects    
Level 1 (n=10,357)    

Intercept 00γ̂  0.20 (0.00) 54.28*** 
Age 10γ̂  -0.00 (0.00) -0.94 
Male 20γ̂  -0.04 (0.01) -5.53*** 
White 30γ̂  0.02 (0.01) 1.62 
Black 40γ̂  0.07 (0.01) 5.07*** 

Hispanic 50γ̂  0.06 (0.02) 3.64** 
Smoker with quitting intention 60γ̂  -0.01 (0.01) -0.65 
Smoker without quitting intention 70γ̂  -0.04 (0.02) -2.39* 
Peer smoking 80γ̂  0.01 (0.00) 4.18***  
Academic performance 90γ̂  0.02 (0.01) 4.08*** 
Religious service attendance 100γ̂  0.02 (0.00) 5.31*** 
Encoded exposure 110γ̂  0.29 (0.03) 9.72*** 

Note. .10.<+ p .05.* <p .01.** <p .001.*** <p  

 

Research Question 2: The moderating effect of smoking status on the relationship 

between campaign availability and encoded exposure 

RQ2 examined the potential moderating effect of smoking status on the 

relationship between TruthSM campaign availability and encoded exposure.  This 

research question was examined using the same set of equations used to test H1a, 

because the equations provided a test for a cross-level interaction between smoking 

status and TruthSM campaign availability.  (Refer to Appendix A for equations.) 
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Analyses of LMTS II data show that there was a general increase in 

encoded exposure as a result of an increase in TruthSM GRP, and the amount of 

increase in encoded exposure differed by respondents’ smoking status.  More 

specifically, Table 2.5 presented above shows a negative interaction effect of “no 

quitting intention” and TruthSM GRP in predicting encoded exposure (71γ = -0.00001, 

t (128) = -2.62, p < 0.05) in LMTS II.  It indicates that the increase in encoded 

exposure was smaller for smokers without quitting intention than non-smokers.  

However, the interaction effect between “quitting intention” and TruthSM GRP was 

not significant in predicting encoded exposure (61γ = -0.000002, t (128) = -0.83, p = 

n.s.), indicating that there was no difference between non-smokers and smokers with 

quitting intentions in their increase in encoded exposure.  Figure 2.4 displays that 

the difference in encoded exposure between high and low GRP groups was smaller 

for smokers without quitting intention, compared to non-smokers or smokers with 

quitting intention.   

 No such results were found with LMTS III.  Although LMTS III also 

showed a positive relationship between TruthSM GRP and encoded exposure in 

general, smoking status did not moderate the relationship.  More specifically, 

neither of two interaction terms, i.e., an interaction term of “quitting intention” and 

TruthSM GRP ( 61γ = -0.000004, t (79) = -0.34, p = n.s.) and an interaction term of “no 

quitting intention” and TruthSM GRP ( 71γ = -0.00002, t (79) = -1.12, p = n.s.) was 

significant.  In summary, the relationship between TruthSM GRP and encoded 

exposure was moderated by respondent’s smoking status in LMTS II, but not in 
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LMTS III. 

 

Figure 2.4.  

The moderating role of smoking status in the relationship between campaign 

availability and encoded exposure (LMTS II) 
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Research Question 3: The moderating effect of smoking status on the relationship 

between campaign availability and campaign conversation 

RQ3 examined whether respondent’s smoking status can moderate the 

relationship between TruthSM campaign availability and campaign conversation.  

This research question was examined using the same set of equations used to test 

RQ1a, because the equations provided a test for a cross-level interaction of smoking 

status and TruthSM campaign availability in predicting campaign conversation.  

(Refer to Appendix A for equations.) 
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Results show that the positive relationship between TruthSM GRP and 

campaign conversation reported in LMTS II was moderated by respondent’s 

smoking status.  More specifically, Table 2.7 presented above shows that there was 

a negative interaction effect of “no quitting intention” and TruthSM GRP on campaign 

conversation (71γ = -0.00004, t (128) = -4.13, p < 0.001).  It indicates that an 

increase in campaign conversation caused by an increase in TruthSM GRP was less 

likely to be found with smokers without quitting intention, compared to non-

smokers.  In fact, Figure 2.5 illustrates that, as TruthSM GRP increased, there was a 

decrease in campaign conversation for smokers without quitting intention, whereas 

there was a slight increase in campaign conversation for non-smokers.  The 

interaction effect between “quitting intention” and TruthSM GRP, on the other hand, 

was not significant in predicting campaign conversation (61γ = -0.000001, t (128) = -

0.11, p = n.s.), indicating that there was no difference between non-smokers and 

smokers with quitting intention in their increase in conversation.  

 No such results were found with LMTS III.  Not only was there no positive 

relationship between TruthSM GRP and campaign conversation, but smoking status 

did not affect the relationship at all.  More specifically, neither of two interaction 

terms, i.e., an interaction term of “quitting intention” and TruthSM GRP ( 61γ = -

0.00002, t (79) = -1.00, p = n.s.) and an interaction term of “no quitting intention” 

and TruthSM GRP ( 71γ =0.00001, t (79) = 0.23, p = n.s.) was significant.  To sum up, 

the relationship between TruthSM GRP and campaign conversation was moderated by 

respondent’s smoking status in LMTS II, but not in LMTS III. 
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Figure 2.5.  

The moderating role of smoking status in the relationship between campaign 

availability and campaign conversation (LMTS II) 
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Hypothesis 3: The moderating effect of smoking status on the relationship between 

encoded exposure and smoking beliefs 

H3 hypothesized that smoking status would moderate the relationship 

between encoded exposure and smoking beliefs.  More specifically, it was 

hypothesized that the positive impact of encoded exposure on smoking beliefs 

would be more likely to be found with non-smokers.  This hypothesis was tested by 

predicting smoking beliefs using encoded exposure, smoking status, an interaction 

term of encoded exposure and smoking status, and other covariates (i.e., age, gender, 

race, smoking status, the extent of peers’ smoking, academic performance, and 
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religious service attendance) using multilevel modeling.  (Refer to Appendix A for 

equations.) 

Results show a significant moderating effect of smoking status on the 

relationship between encoded exposure and smoking beliefs in LMTS II.  More 

specifically, the extent to which encoded exposure elevated anti-smoking beliefs was 

varied by a person’s smoking status in LMTS II.  As presented in Table 2.9, there 

was a negative interaction effect between “no quitting intention” and encoded 

exposure (130γ = -0.38, t (132) = -3.41, p < 0.01), indicating that exposure to the 

TruthSM campaign messages did not induce as much change in beliefs among 

smokers without quitting intentions, compared to non-smokers.   Figure 2.6 

displays that, as the level of encoded exposure increased, smokers without quitting 

intentions showed no change in smoking beliefs, whereas non-smokers reported an 

increase in negative smoking beliefs.  However, there was no significant interaction 

effect between “quitting intention” and encoded exposure (120γ = -0.06, t (132) = -

0.87, p = n.s.), indicating that there was no difference in change in smoking beliefs 

between non-smokers and smokers with quitting intention.  

No such results were found with LMTS III.  Not only was there no positive 

relationship between encoded exposure and smoking beliefs in LMTS III, but 

smoking status did not affect the relationship at all.  More specifically, neither of 

two interaction terms, i.e., an interaction term of “quitting intention” and encoded 

exposure (110γ = 0.02, t (83) = 0.34, p = n.s.) and an interaction term of “no quitting 

intention” and encoded exposure (120γ =0.17, t (83) = 1.83, p < .10) was significant.  
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Thus, H3 was supported in LMTS II, but not in LMTS III.  

 

Table 2.9 

Multilevel Modeling Results for Prediction of Smoking Beliefs by Interaction of 

Smoking Status and Encoded Exposure (LMTS II) 

  Coefficient 
(SE) 

t 

Fixed effects    
Level 1 (n=10,357)    

Intercept 00γ̂  3.20 (0.01) 534.42*** 
Age 10γ̂  0.01 (0.00) 5.84*** 
Male 20γ̂  -0.06 (0.01) -8.27*** 
White 30γ̂  0.04 (0.01) 2.87** 
Black 40γ̂  -0.02 (0.02) -1.20 

Hispanic 50γ̂  -0.04 (0.02) -2.42* 
Smoker with quitting intention 60γ̂  -0.12 (0.02) -6.62*** 
Smoker without quitting intention 70γ̂  -0.20 (0.02) -9.29*** 
Peer smoking 80γ̂  -0.04 (0.00) -14.74***  
Academic performance 90γ̂  0.05 (0.01) 9.28*** 
Religious service attendance 100γ̂  0.01 (0.00) 2.94** 
Encoded exposure 110γ̂  0.22 (0.03) 6.42*** 
Encoded exposure×Quitting intention 120γ̂  -0.06 (0.07) -0.87 
Encoded exposure×No Quitting intention 130γ̂  -0.38 (0.11) -3.41** 

Note. .10.<+ p .05.* <p .01.** <p .001.*** <p  

 

Figure 2.6.  

Moderating role of smoking status in the relationship between encoded exposure and 

smoking belief (LMTS II) 
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Hypothesis 4: The moderating effect of smoking status on the relationship between 

campaign conversation and smoking beliefs 

H4 predicted that the relationship between campaign conversation and 

smoking beliefs would be moderated by smoking status.  It hypothesized that the 

positive impact of campaign conversation on anti-smoking beliefs would be more 

pronounced for non-smokers.  This hypothesis was tested by predicting smoking 

beliefs using campaign conversation, smoking status, an interaction term of 

campaign conversation and smoking status, and other covariates (i.e., age, gender, 

race, smoking status, the extent of peers’ smoking, academic performance, and 

religious service attendance) using multilevel modeling.  (Refer to Appendix A for 

equations.) 

Results show that the extent to which campaign conversation elevated anti-

smoking beliefs was varied by a person’s smoking status in LMTS II.  As presented 
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in Table 2.10, there was a negative interaction effect between “no quitting intention” 

and campaign conversation (130γ = -0.14, t (132) = -2.76, p < 0.01), indicating that 

campaign conversation did not induce as much change in beliefs among smokers 

without quitting intentions, compared to non-smokers.  Figure 2.7 displays that 

hardcore smokers’ (smokers without quitting intentions) beliefs about smoking did 

not show any change when they engaged in conversation, whereas non-smokers’ 

smoking beliefs became more negative when they engaged in campaign 

conversation.  On the other hand, there was no significant interaction effect 

between quitting intention and campaign conversation (120γ = -0.01, t (132) = -0.31, 

p = n.s.), indicating that there was no difference in change in smoking beliefs 

between non-smokers and smokers with quitting intentions.  

No such results were found with LMTS III.  Although there was a positive 

relationship between campaign conversation and negative beliefs about smoking in 

LMTS III, this relationship was not moderated by smoking status.  More 

specifically, neither of two interaction terms, i.e., an interaction term of “quitting 

intention” and campaign conversation (110γ = -0.07, t (83) = -1.83, p < .10) and an 

interaction term of “no quitting intention” and campaign conversation (120γ =-0.04, t 

(83) = -0.66, p = n.s.) was significant.  Therefore, H4 was supported in LMTS II, 

but not in LMTS III.  

 

Table 2.10 

Multilevel Modeling Results for Prediction of Smoking Beliefs by Interaction of 
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Smoking Status and Campaign Conversation (LMTS II) 

  Coefficient 
(SE) 

t 

Fixed effects    
Level 1 (n=10,357)    

Intercept 00γ̂  3.21 (0.01) 472.70*** 
Age 10γ̂  0.01 (0.00) 6.45*** 
Male 20γ̂  -0.06 (0.01) -6.82*** 
White 30γ̂  0.03 (0.02) 2.20* 
Black 40γ̂  -0.03 (0.02) -1.77+ 

Hispanic 50γ̂  -0.04 (0.02) -2.21* 
Smoker with quitting intention 60γ̂  -0.14 (0.01) -13.35*** 
Smoker without quitting intention 70γ̂  -0.27 (0.02) -14.25*** 
Peer smoking 80γ̂  -0.04 (0.00) -14.04***  
Academic performance 90γ̂  0.05 (0.01) 8.67*** 
Religious service attendance 100γ̂  0.01 (0.00) 2.44* 
Campaign conversation 110γ̂  0.07 (0.01) 5.78*** 
Campaign conversation×Quitting intention 120γ̂  -0.01 (0.03) -0.31 
Campaign conversation×No Quitting 
intention 

130γ̂  -0.14 (0.05) -2.76** 

Note. .10.<+ p .05.* <p .01.** <p .001.*** <p  

 

Figure 2.7.  

Moderating role of smoking status in the relationship between campaign 

conversation and smoking belief (LMTS II) 
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Discussion 

 

Study 1 tested the dual mediation model of campaign effects in the context 

of the TruthSM campaign.  Specifically, it was examined whether the impact of 

TruthSM campaign availability on youths’ smoking beliefs was mediated by encoded 

exposure and campaign conversation.  In addition, the moderating impacts of 

smoking status on the relationships between a) campaign availability and encoded 

exposure, b) campaign availability and campaign conversation, c) encoded exposure 

and smoking beliefs, and d) campaign conversation and smoking beliefs were 

examined.  Results show strong support for the dual mediation process in LMTS II, 

but not in LMTS III.  Also, the moderating impact of smoking status was found in 

LMTS II, but not in LMTS III.   

 Analyses of LMTS II data show positive relationships a) between TruthSM 

campaign availability in the media environment (TruthSM GRP) and individuals’ 

encoded exposure to TruthSM campaign messages and b) between encoded exposure 

and individuals’ negative beliefs about smoking.  In addition to the positive 

relationships found between concepts, there was a meditational relationship between 

the three variables.  More specifically, results of multilevel mediation analyses 

show that encoded exposure mediated the impact of TruthSM campaign availability on 

smoking beliefs.  Similar relationships were found with campaign conversation.  

Positive relationships a) between TruthSM campaign availability and campaign 

conversation and b) between campaign conversation and smoking beliefs were 
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observed.  In addition, mediation analyses confirmed that campaign conversation 

mediated the relationship between TruthSM campaign availability and smoking beliefs.  

In addition, results show that encoded exposure and conversation were positively 

correlated.  Also, a person’s smoking status was found to moderate relationships 

between a) TruthSM campaign availability and encoded exposure, b) TruthSM 

campaign availability and campaign conversation, c) encoded exposure and negative 

beliefs about smoking, and d) campaign conversation and negative beliefs about 

smoking.   

 Analyses of LMTS III data, on the other hand, did not support either of the 

mediational roles of encoded exposure and campaign conversation or the moderating 

role of smoking status.  Although there was a positive relationship between TruthSM 

campaign availability and encoded exposure, encoded exposure did not mediate the 

relationship between TruthSM campaign availability and beliefs about smoking.  

Likewise, campaign conversation did not mediate the relationship between TruthSM 

campaign availability and beliefs about smoking, although there was a positive 

association between campaign conversation and smoking beliefs.  In addition, a 

respondent’s smoking status did not moderate any of the posited relationships in 

LMTS III.  However, the positive relationship between encoded exposure and 

conversation was found in LMTS III as well as LMTS II.  

 Such striking differences between the results of LMTS II and III analyses 

can be explained by the fact that LMTS II data was collected during the first year of 

the TruthSM Campaign, when there was big buzz about the campaign, whereas LMTS 
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III data was collected during the second year of the campaign, when the buzz about 

the campaign was relatively subsided.  It is expected that smokers who had a 

possibility of being persuaded already changed their beliefs by the time LMTS III 

data was collected.  Thus, smokers left at the time of LMTS III were hardcore 

smokers who were less likely to be persuaded.  Emery, Gilpin, Ake, Farkas, & 

Pierce (2000) noted that the estimated anti-smoking campaign effect will decrease as 

the smoking prevalence decreases because hardcore smokers will make up a larger 

proportion of the smoker population.  Also, it is expected that people stopped 

talking about the campaign by the time of LMTS III, because they became 

desensitized to the campaign.  These explanations suggest that the rejection of the 

dual mediation model in LMTS III is likely to be caused by the timing of data 

collection, rather than a flaw in the model.  

Study 1 provides support for both of the individual exposure model and the 

social diffusion model.  A simultaneous test of both mediation paths shows that 

each of the two posited mediators, i.e., campaign encoded exposure and campaign 

conversation, mediated the impact of campaign availability on smoking beliefs.  

The results suggest that campaign effects occur through a person’s direct exposure to 

a campaign as well as a person’s engagement in campaign-related conversation with 

others.  In other words, Study 1 suggests the utility of the individual exposure 

model and the social diffusion model by showing that each of encoded exposure and 

campaign conversation can explain unique variance of campaign effects.    

Analyses of the moderating role of smoking status show that smoking status 
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moderated the relationship between campaign availability and encoded exposure.  

More specifically, there was a lower increase in encoded exposure among hardcore 

smokers, compared to non-smokers, when there was an increase in campaign 

availability.  Although this finding is consistent with the idea that the extent to 

which a person engages in selective exposure increases as the number of available 

pieces of information increases (Frey, 1986), it is inconsistent with the widely held 

belief that the intensity of mass media campaign can reduce selective exposure.  

Atkin (2001), for example, argued that moderate repetition of particular campaign 

messages can lead low-involvement receivers to attend and process the messages.  

Flay (1987b) also noted that high saturation of campaign messages can reduce 

selectivity because it can deter people’s selective avoidance.  Flay (1987a) 

specifically prescribes that in order for anti-tobacco campaigns to produce 

significant behavioral changes, the amount of anti-tobacco message should be one 

quarter of pro-tobacco information conveyed by the tobacco industry.  This 

discrepancy between the finding of this study and the widely held belief suggests 

that there may be an inverted U shape relationship between campaign availability 

and selective exposure.  In other words, when campaign availability increases, 

selective exposure is expected to increase to a certain point because people try to 

avoid counter-attitudinal messages.  However, after the point, selective exposure is 

expected to decrease because the counter-attitudinal messages are everywhere and 

so people can no longer avoid the messages.  This study might have captured the 

first half of the relationship.  The potential non-linear relationship between 
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campaign availability and selective exposure is worth exploring in future studies.   

This study also shows that smoking status can moderate the effect of TruthSM 

campaign availability on campaign conversation.  More specifically, the impact of 

campaign availability on engagement in conversation was greater among non-

smokers than hardcore smokers.  This finding suggests that a person’s prior attitude 

can determine the extent to which conversation is affected by external campaign 

availability.  This impact of prior attitudes on conversation behavior has a striking 

similarity to the impact of prior attitudes on information processing.  In this sense, 

McGuire’s information processing model (1968, 1972, 2001) can provide a good 

theoretical framework to study the role of conversation in persuasion.  The 

information processing model notes that information processing occurs through the 

following steps: exposure, attention, comprehension, agreement, information 

retrieval, and acting on decision.  After a communication message is presented and 

receivers are exposed to it, they attend to the message, comprehend it, yield to it 

(e.g., attitude formation or change), retain the altered attitude, and ultimately act in 

accordance with it.  Conversation can be a useful addition to the model.  

Conversation can be regarded as an outcome or a moderator of information 

processing steps.  For example, agreement of persuasive message can be either 

facilitated or hampered by a person’s conversation with others.  Thus, it would be 

worthwhile to explore the role of conversation in the information processing model. 

A person’s smoking status can also affect the extent to which encoded 

exposure leads to negative beliefs about smoking.  This study showed that 
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exposure to the TruthSM campaign messages did not induce as much change in 

beliefs among hardcore smokers, compared to non-smokers.  This may be because 

a person’s attitude is protected by layers of defense system.  In fact, the notion of 

selective processes suggests that even if a person is exposed to anti-smoking 

messages, this may not lead to the same level of behavior change because people 

have several rings of defense system.  Severin and Tankard (1992), as well as 

Klapper (1960), noted that selective processes can be regarded as three rings of 

defenses, with selective exposure as the outermost ring, followed by selective 

perception, and then selective retention.  In terms of exposure, an individual can 

avoid exposure to counter-attitudinal messages.  Even if this fails, the individual 

can then exercise selective perception in perceiving and evaluating the messages.  

In other words, the person can perceive attitudinally congruent messages more 

positively and incongruent messages more negatively.  Even if one fails to engage 

in selective exposure or perception, the individual can still use selective retention 

strategy by not remembering the counter-attitudinal information.  This perspective 

suggests that hardcore smokers’ attitude failed to be protected at the exposure level 

but was defended at the subsequent perception or retention level.  Therefore, 

smoking beliefs are less likely to change among hardcore smokers than non-smokers 

because hardcore smokers may have multiple layers of attitudinal defense system.   

Finally, this study showed that a person’s smoking status moderated the 

relationship between campaign conversation and beliefs about smoking.  More 

specifically, the positive impact of campaign conversation on smoking beliefs was 
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less likely to be found with hardcore smokers.  This finding may be explained by 

hardcore smokers’ information processing strategy and also by normative 

information conveyed through their conversation.  Hardcore smokers may engage 

in defensive processing of anti-tobacco campaign messages, because the messages 

are inconsistent with their prior pro-smoking attitudes.  Also, their conversation 

may convey pro-smoking normative information because they are likely to engage 

in conversation with fellow smokers.  This interaction effect of smoking status and 

conversation suggests that campaign conversation can function as a polarizing 

mediator of campaign effects by showing that campaign conversation increased the 

difference in smoking beliefs between non-smokers and hardcore smokers.  

Study 1 was conducted to examine the role of interpersonal conversation in 

the generation and diffusion of campaign effects.  This study provides general 

support for the mediating role of interpersonal conversation by showing that 

campaign conversation can explain unique variance of campaign effects (that cannot 

be explained by encoded exposure) through a simultaneous test of both mediation 

paths.  

Although Study 1 achieved its goal of testing the mediating role of 

interpersonal conversation in a natural setting, it has a few important limitations.  

The social diffusion model notes that campaign conversation can affect normative 

perceptions and behavioral intentions.  Study 1, however, did not examine the 

impact of campaign conversation on normative perceptions and behaviors.  Instead, 

it examined the impact of campaign conversation on smoking beliefs due to the lack 
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of more pertinent measures in the data sets used for secondary analyses.  In 

addition, Study 1 cannot tell us the “effects” of conversation because it is based on 

cross-sectional surveys.  For example, the positive relationship between campaign 

conversation and negative beliefs about smoking found in Study 1 does not 

guarantee that campaign conversation produced negative beliefs about smoking 

because a reverse path is also quite likely.  In order to address these limitations, a 

laboratory experiment that examines the effects of campaign conversation on one’s 

normative perceptions and behavioral intentions is conducted in Study 2.  
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Chapter Three 

Study 2: When diffusion runs counter to campaign intentions:  

A laboratory test among smokers 

 

The social diffusion model posits that campaign-generated conversation 

mediates the impact of campaign activity on a person’s normative perceptions and, 

ultimately, behaviors.  This study is particularly interested in examining the effects 

of smokers’ conversation on normative perceptions and behavioral intention, 

because the polarizing effects of conversation reported in Study 1 suggest that 

campaign conversation can generate backlash effects among at-risk group 

individuals.  Thus, this study tests whether a smoker’s conversation with another 

smoker following exposure to an anti-smoking ad can produce elevated pro-smoking 

normative perceptions and behavioral intentions using a laboratory experiment.   

 

Hypotheses and research questions 

The social diffusion model proposes that one’s social interaction with others 

will induce changes in normative perceptions by clarifying social norms.  The 

model, however, does not specify what type of social norms that conversation can 

affect.  Social norms can be categorized into two types: injunctive norms and 

descriptive norms (Park & Smith, 2007).  Injunctive norms assess important others’ 

expectations about a given individual’s behavior, whereas descriptive norms involve 

the popularity or prevalence of a behavior.  Some researchers (Lapinski & Rimal; 
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Real & Rimal, 2007; Rimal & Real, 2003) noted that conversation can affect 

individuals’ normative perceptions because it helps people to learn about the extent 

to which a particular behavior is performed by others (i.e., descriptive norms) and 

the extent to which others expect them to perform the behavior (i.e., injunctive 

norms).  The proposition, however, has rarely been tested.  Thus, this study 

attempts to test what kind of social norms campaign-generated conversation can 

affect.  While doing so, this study further categorizes descriptive norms into 

personal descriptive norms and societal descriptive norms.  According to Park and 

Smith, personal descriptive norms measure the prevalence of a behavior among 

important others, whereas societal descriptive norms assess the prevalence among 

more general others.  Based on the discussion on different types of normative 

perceptions, this study examines whether conversation can affect injunctive norms, 

personal descriptive norms, and societal descriptive norms.     

A smoker’s conversation with another smoker is expected to produce 

elevated pro-smoking injunctive norms because a smoker is likely to receive pro-

smoking normative information from conversation with another smoker.  David 

and colleagues’ (2006) experiment shows that those who had a higher risk of using 

marijuana were more likely to make pro-marijuana comments compared to their 

counterparts, when they were encouraged to talk after viewing five anti-marijuana 

ads.  This suggests that smokers are expected to make pro-smoking comments in 

their conversations and, accordingly, smokers will receive pro-smoking information 

from their conversation partners who are smokers.  Also, a smoker’s conversation 
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with another smoker is expected to produce greater pro-smoking personal 

descriptive norms and societal descriptive norms, because the smoker is expected to 

estimate the prevalence of smoking behavior using information about his or her 

conversation partner’s smoking status.  When a person’s conversation partner is a 

smoker, the person is likely to overestimate the prevalence of smoking behavior.   

The impact of conversation on injunctive and descriptive norms has been 

noted in previous studies (David et al., 2006; Real & Rimal, 2007).  Real and 

Rimal reported that the frequency of a person’s engagement in conversation about 

drinking alcohol with their peers was associated with pro-drinking injunctive norms.  

In other words, those who engaged in conversation about alcohol consumption 

frequently were more likely to think that their alcohol consumption behavior was 

accepted.  Real and Rimal also showed that alcohol consumption-related 

conversation was positively associated with pro-drinking societal descriptive norms.  

They found that those who had more frequent conversation about alcohol 

consumption tended to overestimate the number of drinks that their peer students 

had than their counterparts.  In addition, David and colleagues’ experiment which 

manipulated adolescent subjects’ participation in online group discussion showed 

that online chat produced elevated pro-marijuana injunctive norms.  Based on this 

rationale, it is hypothesized that a smoker’s conversation with another smoker will 

produce elevated pro-smoking injunctive norms, personal descriptive norms, and 

societal descriptive norms.  
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Hypothesis 5: A smoker who had conversation with another smoker will report 

stronger pro-smoking normative perceptions, compared to a smoker who did not 

engage in conversation with a smoker. 

Hypothesis 5a: A smoker who had conversation with another smoker will 

report stronger pro-smoking injunctive norms following exposure to an anti-

smoking ad.  

Hypothesis 5b: A smoker who had conversation with another smoker will 

report stronger pro-smoking personal descriptive norms following exposure 

to an anti-smoking ad.  

Hypothesis 5c: A smoker who had conversation with another smoker will 

report stronger pro-smoking societal descriptive norms following exposure 

to an anti-smoking ad.  

 

 In addition to the main effect of conversation on societal descriptive norms, 

a peer’s level of smoking is expected to moderate the impact of conversation on 

societal descriptive norms.  More specifically, the effect of conversation is more 

likely found with those who have a low number of smoker friends, compared to 

those who have a high number of smoker friends.  This is because when an 

individual makes a prevalence estimate judgment, the fact that one’s conversation 

partner is a smoker can be weighted more heavily among those who have a low 

number of smoker friends, compared to those who have a high number of smoker 

friends.  When a person’s peer network is composed of a low number of smokers, 
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having conversation with another smoker can significantly increase prevalence 

estimates.  When a person’s peer network is made up of a high number of smokers, 

however, adding one more smoker would not make a big difference.  The potential 

moderating effect of peer smoking can be also explained by ceiling effects.  A 

person whose peer network has a high number of smokers may show ceiling effects 

because the person’s estimates of smoking prevalence would already be high and, 

accordingly, conversation cannot increase prevalence estimates much in this case.  

Based on this reasoning, it is expected that the impact of conversation on elevated 

pro-smoking societal descriptive norms would be more likely to be found with those 

who have a low number of smoker friends.     

 

Research Question 4: Will the level of peer’s smoking moderate the effects of 

conversation on societal descriptive norms?  

 

The social diffusion model suggests that campaign conversation will 

eventually influence one’s behavior or behavioral intention through its impacts on 

normative perceptions.  Because the integrated model of behavior prediction 

(Fishbein & Yzer, 2003) suggests that subjective norms, along with other predictors 

(i.e., attitudes and efficacy), can affect a person’s behavioral intention and, 

ultimately, behavior, campaign-generated conversation is expected to affect a 

person’s behavioral intention if it can affect normative perceptions.  However, 

studies (David et al., 2006; Real & Rimal, 2007) reported conflicting findings with 
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regard to the effect of conversation on behavioral intentions.  While Real and 

Rimal reported that the frequency of a person’s engagement in peer conversation 

about alcohol consumption was positively associated with the person’s drinking 

intentions, David and colleagues showed that a person’s intention to use marijuana 

was not affected by the person’s engagement in online group discussion following 

exposure to anti-marijuana ads.  Thus, this study leaves whether a smoker’s 

conversation will induce elevated smoking intentions or not as a research question.   

 

Research Question 5: Will a smoker who had conversation with another smoker 

report stronger smoking intentions following exposure to an anti-smoking ad? 

 

 

 

.  
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Methods 

 

Procedure 

72 current smokers were recruited from four sections of an introductory 

English class at a large private university in Korea.  Participants were randomly 

assigned to one of the two conditions: experimental (N=36) and control (N=36) 

conditions.  After random assignment, each participant in the experimental 

condition was asked to form a pair with a friend whom s/he will engage in 

conversation.  Participants in the control condition remained as an individual.  

Participants in both conditions watched a 30-second anti-smoking ad 

created in England.  A foreign ad was used to avoid the effect of preexisting 

attitudes toward the ad due to prior exposure.  The ad conveyed a message that 

smoking causes odor by featuring a man approaching a woman at a bar but quickly 

losing interest because of her bad smell (see Appendix B).  Although the ad 

contained no lines, the ad had a title (“If you smoke, you stink”) at the last scene.  

A Korean subtitle was inserted to the screen in order to assuage concerns about 

message incomprehension due to the use of a foreign language.   

After watching the ad, participants in the experimental group had a short 

(three- to five-minute) conversation with their conversation partners about the ad.  

Finally, both experimental and control groups filled out a questionnaire.   

 

Measures 
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Injunctive norm was measured by asking respondents to report whether they 

think that people who are important to them think that they should not smoke (1) or 

should smoke (7) on a seven point scale.   

Personal descriptive norm was measured by asking respondents to report 

the extent to which they agree with the following statement on a seven-point scale 

ranging from 1 (very strongly disagree) to 7 (very strongly agree): “Most people 

who are important to me smoke.”   

Societal descriptive norm was assessed by asking respondents to estimate 

what percentage of college students their age they think smoke.  

Peer smoking was assessed by asking participants to report how many of 

their four closest friends smoke.  In ANCOVA analysis, participants were 

categorized into high and low peer smoking groups.  Those who reported that all of 

their four closest friends smoked were assigned to a high peer smoking group, 

whereas those who reported a smaller number of smoker friends were assigned to a 

low peer smoking group.  In total, 26 and 45 subjects belong to the high and low 

peer smoking group, respectively.  

Smoking intention was measured by the extent to which a respondent agrees 

with the statement, “I intend to smoke this year,” on a seven point scale ranging 

from 1 (very strongly disagree) 7 (very strongly agree). 

In addition, background characteristics such as age, gender, smoking 

frequency, and the extent of peer smoking were measured.  Smoking frequency was 

measured by asking respondents to report on average how many cigarettes they 
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smoked per day during the past 30 days on the days they smoked.  

 

Participant description 

Participants were predominantly male (92%) and the mean age was 20.39.  

The experiment and control groups did not show any significant differences in age 

and gender.  However, there was an uneven distribution of heavy smokers between 

the two groups.  A comparison of smoking frequency of the experiment group and 

the control group shows that the experiment group (M = 12.18, SD = 5.76) reported 

significantly higher smoking frequency compared to the control group (M = 7.25, 

SD = 6.48, t = 3.41, p < .01).  Thus, smoking frequency was controlled as a 

covariate in the analyses.    

 

Analysis plan 

H5a, H5b, H5c, and RQ5 were tested using one-way ANCOVA (analysis of 

covariance) model.  More specifically, it was tested whether the two groups, 

experiment and control groups, were different in terms of the three types of 

normative perceptions and behavioral intentions when the impact of smoking 

frequency was controlled.  With regard to a test of RQ4, a two-way ANCOVA was 

conducted.  More specifically, it was tested whether the interaction term of peer 

smoking and conversation was a significant predictor of societal descriptive norms 

when the impacts of two main effect terms (peer smoking and conversation) and a 

covariate (smoking frequency) were controlled.  
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Results 

 

Descriptive statistics 

 Respondents’ perceived injunctive norms were generally negative toward 

smoking (M = 1.58, SD = 1.03), whereas personal descriptive norms and societal 

descriptive norms were more positive toward smoking.  Specifically, participants 

reported relatively neutral personal descriptive norms (M = 3.67, SD = 1.72) and 

positive societal descriptive norms, indicated by a high smoking prevalence estimate 

(M = 53.55, SD = 19.37).  Participants reported that more than two of their four 

closest friends smoked (M = 2.7, SD = 1.24).  Respondents’ smoking intention was 

relatively neutral (M = 3.93, SD = 1.97).   

Table 3.1 presents zero-order correlations between different types of norms, 

peer smoking, and behavioral intention.  Societal descriptive norms were positively 

correlated with both injunctive norms (r = .31, p < .01) and personal descriptive 

norms (r = .33, p < .01).  The correlation between injunctive norms and personal 

descriptive norms was marginally significant (r = .22, p < .10).  The extent of peer 

smoking was positively correlated with societal descriptive norms (r = .31, p < .05) 

and personal descriptive norms (r = .63, p < .001).  Behavioral intention was 

positively correlated with personal descriptive norms (r = .34, p < .01) and societal 

descriptive norms (r = .26, p < .05).  There was no relationship between behavioral 

intention and injunctive norms (r = .06, p = n.s.) 
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Table 3.1 

Zero-order Correlation between Variables 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Injunctive norms -     
2. Personal descriptive norms .22+ -    
3. Societal descriptive norms .31** .33** -   
4. Peer smoking .14 .63*** .31* -  
5. Behavioral intention .06 .34** .26* .33** - 

Note. .10.<+ p .05.* <p .01.** <p .001.*** <p  

 

Hypotheses testing 

It was predicted that there would be significant differences between the 

experiment (conversation) and control (no-conversation) groups in injunctive norms 

(H5a), personal descriptive norms (H5b), and societal descriptive norms (H5c).  

Inconsistent with the predictions, there were no significant differences in injunctive 

norms (Mexperiment = 1.50, SD = 0.94; Mcontrol = 1.67, SD = 1.12; F = 1.73, p = n.s.), 

personal descriptive norms (Mexperiment = 3.67, SD = 1.60; Mcontrol = 3.67, SD = 1.85; 

F = 1.23, p = n.s.), and societal descriptive norms (Mexperiment = 55.03, SD = 17.36; 

Mcontrol = 52.11, SD = 21.29; F = 0.57, p = n.s.) between the two groups.  Thus, H5a, 

H5b, and H5c were not supported.   

Although conversation was not a significant predictor of societal descriptive 

norms, there was a significant interaction effect of conversation and peer smoking 

on societal descriptive norms.  As presented in Table 3.2, an interaction term of 

conversation and peer smoking was a significant predictor of societal descriptive 

norms (F = 4.34, p < .05, 2
pη =.06), when the impacts of conversation, peer smoking, 
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and smoking frequency were controlled.  Consistent with the prediction, the impact 

of campaign conversation on elevated pro-smoking societal descriptive norms was 

stronger among low peer smoking individuals.  Results show that conversation 

produced higher smoking prevalence estimates among low peer smoking 

participants (MExperiment-LowPeerSmoking= 53.74, SD = 16.39, n = 19; MControl-

LowPeerSmoking= 46.85, SD = 18.67, n = 26).  However, there was an unexpected 

finding.  Conversation led to lower smoking prevalence estimates among high peer 

smoking participants (MExperiment-HighPeerSmoking= 56.56, SD = 18.86, n =16; MControl-

HighPeerSmoking= 67.56, SD = 23.13, n =9).  Figure 3.1, which was produced using 

estimated marginal means (MExperiment-LowPeerSmoking= 54.43, SE = 4.27; MExperiment-

HighPeerSmoking= 58.92, SE = 4.86; MControl-LowPeerSmoking= 44.41, SE = 3.95; MControl-

HighPeerSmoking= 68.95, SE = 6.24), illustrates the interaction pattern.  

 

Table 3.2 

Two-Way ANCOVA Results for Prediction of Societal Descriptive Norms 

 Df F 2
pη  

Smoking frequency  1 2.52 .04 
Conversation  1 0.00 .00 
Peer smoking 1 8.20** .11 
Conversation×Peer smoking 1 4.34* .06 
Error 65   

Note. .05.* <p .01.** <p  

 

Figure 3.1.  

An interaction effect of campaign conversation and peer smoking on societal 
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RQ 5 examined the relationship between conversation and smoking 

intention.  Results show that there was no significant difference in behavioral 

intention between the experiment group and the control group (Mexperiment = 4.21, SD 

= 2.00; Mcontrol = 3.67, SD = 1.94; F = 0.36, p = n.s.).  Thus, conversation did not 

affect participants’ smoking intention.   
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Discussion 

 

Study 2 examined backlash effects of conversation by testing whether 

smokers’ conversation produced elevated pro-smoking normative perceptions and 

behavioral intentions.  In order to test the impact of conversation on normative 

perceptions, different types of social norms (i.e., injunctive norms, personal 

descriptive norms, and societal descriptive norms) were examined.  It was 

predicted that a smoker’s conversation with another smoker would result in stronger 

pro-smoking injunctive, personal descriptive, and societal descriptive norms.  

Results show that conversation did not affect participants’ injunctive norms, 

personal descriptive norms, or societal descriptive norms.  Although there was no 

main effect of conversation on societal descriptive norms, there was an interaction 

effect of peer smoking and conversation on participants’ societal descriptive norms. 

Conversation, however, did not affect participants’ smoking intentions.    

The study provides support for the potential backlash effects of conversation 

among at-risk individuals by showing that conversation can lead to elevated pro-

smoking normative perceptions among a low peer smoking subgroup of smokers. 

This finding has important implications for campaign planning because many 

campaign practitioners strive to generate campaign conversation based on the belief 

that campaign conversation produces desirable effects.  This belief is often correct 

in a sense that the main effect of conversation is usually positive, as shown in Study 

1.  The main effect of conversation is typically positive because non-risk 
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individuals (e.g., non-smokers), whose conversation is believed to produce desirable 

effects, make up a greater portion of a population.  However, this study shows that 

conversation can sometimes produce deleterious effects among at-risk individuals 

and, thus, not every conversation should be encouraged.  Campaign practitioners 

need to decide whether to facilitate conversation or not depending on the purpose 

and target audience of a campaign.  For example, if a campaign tries to prevent 

behavior initiation among the general population or non-risk individuals, spurring 

conversation can amplify campaign effects.  However, if a campaign tries to 

promote behavior cessation among current users or at-risk individuals, generating 

campaign-related conversation can reduce campaign effects because of its potential 

backlash effects.  

This study also shows that conversation produced suppressed pro-smoking 

societal descriptive norms (i.e., lower smoking prevalence estimates) among high 

peer smoking individuals.  However, this finding needs more replication because it 

is based on a comparison of an experiment-high peer smoking group and a control-

high peer smoking group and the sample size of the control-high peer smoking 

group was just nine.  Thus, future research is required to answer a question of 

whether conversation among high peer smoking smokers can, in fact, produce 

weaker pro-smoking societal descriptive norms. 

The result shows that campaign conversation did not influence participants’ 

smoking behavioral intention.  This result can be explained by the null effect of 

conversation on normative perceptions.  In other words, conversation could not 
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influence behavioral intention because conversation did not influence a person’s 

normative perception, which is a proximal predictor of behavioral intention.  At the 

same time, the null finding can be due to low statistical power of this study.  This 

study suffers from low statistical power because of its small sample size and low 

effect size of conversation.  The effect size of conversation of this study was small, 

because the stimulus itself, i.e., conversation, was not strong.  A participant had a 

short (three- to five-minute) conversation with his or her classmate, who is not 

expected to have much influence over the person.  Thus, the effects of conversation 

occurring in a natural setting with close friends may be larger than reported here and, 

thus, we may obtain significant results in a natural setting.  

This study examined the effect of smokers’ conversation only, because the 

goal of this study was to test the potential backlash effects of conversation.  

However, conversation can have positive effects as well.  The polarization effect of 

conversation reported in Study 1 suggests that conversation can generate both 

desirable and deleterious effects depending on a participant of conversation and his 

or her social network.  In order to more thoroughly examine the effect of 

conversation, future research needs to examine the effect of conversation a) between 

non-smokers and b) between non-smokers and smokers. 
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Chapter Four 

General Discussion 

 

In this dissertation research, two studies were conducted to examine the role 

of interpersonal conversation in the generation and diffusion of mass media health 

campaign effects.  Based on secondary analyses of the LMTS data, Study 1 found 

that campaign conversation, as well as individual encoded exposure, mediated the 

impact of TruthSM campaign availability on smoking beliefs at least during the first 

year of the campaign (LMTS II).  It also showed that campaign conversation 

widened the difference in smoking beliefs between non-smokers and hardcore 

smokers, indicating a possibility that campaign conversation functions as a 

polarizing mediator.  In addition, Study 2 showed that campaign conversation 

among smokers can generate backlash effects.  More specifically, it showed that a 

smoker’s conversation induced elevated pro-smoking societal descriptive norms 

among low peer smoking participants.  Altogether, this dissertation research shows 

that campaign-generated conversation can generate, amplify, and, sometimes, reduce 

campaign effects.  

This dissertation research provides an empirical test of the interpersonal 

communication component in the social diffusion model.  A test of the 

interpersonal communication component is important in a test of the social diffusion 

model because the model is based on the proposition that the impact of a campaign 

is mediated by a person’s interpersonal conversation with others.  Despite its 
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importance, the interpersonal communication component has rarely been tested in 

past research.  For example, Yanovitzky & Stryker (2001) were not able to show 

that interpersonal communication mediated the impact of news coverage of youth 

binge drinking on youths’ normative perceptions regarding binge drinking because 

of the lack of relevant conversation measures, although they showed a relationship 

between news coverage and perceived social acceptability of the behavior.  This 

study confirmed the role of interpersonal communication in the social diffusion 

model by showing that campaign conversation mediated the relationship between 

campaign activity and smoking beliefs (Study 1) and that campaign conversation 

influenced societal descriptive normative perceptions of a subset of smokers (Study 

2).  By providing an empirical test of the interpersonal communication component 

of the model, this dissertation research is expected to contribute to the theoretical 

development of the social diffusion model.   

The role of campaign conversation in the generation and diffusion of 

campaign effects as shown in this dissertation research has important implications 

for campaign evaluation.  Campaign evaluation is often conducted by comparing 

campaign effects among individuals with varying levels of encoded exposure.  

However, focusing on encoded exposure-effect relationship may result in 

underestimation of campaign effects.  Those who are not exposed to campaign 

messages can still be influenced by a campaign through conversation, because 

campaign messages can be indirectly diffused by relevant conversations.  If this is 

the case, a group of individuals who report lower encoded exposure (IV) may be 
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able to report high levels of engagement (DV) in healthy behaviors, which would 

result in smaller differences in the outcome between higher and lower exposure 

groups.  This discussion suggests that the impact of a campaign disseminated by 

conversation cannot be captured by comparing individuals with more or less 

encoded exposure. 

Campaign evaluation based on campaign availability, instead of campaign 

encoded exposure, can capture conversation-mediated campaign effects as well as 

exposure-mediated campaign effects.  When campaign availability information is 

used for campaign evaluation, comparison occurs between areas with more or less 

campaign (e.g., campaign vs. no campaign or high vs. low GRPs), instead of 

between individuals with more or less encoded exposure.  This would prevent 

underestimation of campaign effects, because it can capture the full impact of a 

campaign regardless of whether it is mediated by direct exposure or campaign 

conversation.  Using campaign availability information for campaign evaluation is 

not new in campaign literature (e.g., Palmgreen, Donohew, Lorch, Hoyle, & 

Stephenson, 2002; Worden & Flynn, 2002).  Worden and Flynn, for example, tested 

the effect of a mass media anti-smoking campaign by manipulating campaign 

availability at a community level.  More specifically, the researchers selected two 

matched pairs of communities and then randomly assigned one community within 

each matched pair to the media-school intervention (a mass media intervention 

combined with a school program) and the other to the school-only intervention.  

The use of campaign availability information for campaign evaluation is expected to 
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help researchers to capture the full range of campaign effects.  

Using campaign availability (activity) information for campaign evaluation 

not only provides an opportunity to capture conversation-mediated campaign effects, 

but it also offers a chance to ascertain causality in campaign-induced behavior 

changes.  Many campaign studies argue that a campaign resulted in behavior 

changes using encoded exposure data.  However, encoded exposure data has an 

issue of reverse causality because it is typically collected using cross-section surveys 

(Slater, 2004).  A positive relationship between campaign encoded exposure and 

smoking cessation, for example, cannot tell us that campaign exposure led to 

smoking cessation because the reverse path, i.e., those who had quitting intentions 

sought out the campaign, is quite likely.  Reverse causal relationship can hamper an 

accurate assessment of campaign effects because it can contribute to overestimation 

of campaign effects by adding effects derived from self-selection to the true 

campaign effects.  The problem of reverse causality and subsequent overestimation 

of campaign effects can be assuaged by using media market level campaign 

availability.  A positive relationship between campaign availability and smoking 

cessation will tell us that the campaign led to the cessation behavior, because, here, 

the reverse path is unlikely.  In other words, using campaign availability 

information for campaign evaluation will help us to address several issues raised by 

solely relying on encoded exposure measure.   

The role of campaign conversation as a mediator of campaign effects has 

important implications for campaign design and planning.  This dissertation 
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research suggests that, in general, campaign effects can be amplified by facilitating 

campaign conversation.  Thus, campaign planners need to find a way to spur and 

generate campaign-related conversation when they design campaign messages.  

Although not much research has been conducted on message characteristics that can 

spur conversation, there are some preliminary findings that can be used to design 

campaign messages.  For example, Phelps, Lewis, Mobilio, Perry, and Raman 

(2004) reported that email advertising messages that evoke strong emotions were 

more likely to be forwarded to others.  This type of research findings can be 

incorporated to create more effective campaign messages.  

However, not every conversation should be encouraged.  The results of 

Study 2 of this dissertation show that a smoker’s conversation with another smoker 

produced backlash effects by inducing greater pro-smoking normative perceptions 

among a low peer smoking subset of smokers.  Thus, campaign planners should be 

careful not to facilitate conversation when a campaign promotes behavior cessation 

among at-risk group individuals because conversation among at-risk group 

individuals might invite boomerang effects.  At the same time, campaign planners 

should try to identify audience members who belong to an at-risk group yet are 

likely to produce messages supportive of a campaign, and to encourage them to 

deliver the messages to members of their social network.  The strategic use of 

opinion leaders as behavior change endorsers employed by campaign practitioners 

and researchers (e.g., Kelly, 2004; Kelly et al., 1991, 1992) is worthwhile to note in 

this sense.    
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The impact of campaign conversation can be maximized when a campaign 

can encourage opinion leaders to talk about relevant issues.  Opinion leaders are 

believed to be powerful in delivering campaign messages and inducing relevant 

behavior changes.  Atkin (2001), for example, argued that conversation with 

opinion leaders will be more powerful in inducing behavioral changes among focal 

audiences than mass mediated campaign messages, because opinion leaders can 

provide tailored messages to focal individuals, offer positive and negative 

reinforcement, and serve as role models.  In fact, Kelly (Kelly, 2004; Kelly et al., 

1991, 1992) actually used opinion leaders as behavior change endorsers for HIV risk 

behavior reduction intervention.  Kelly and colleagues (1991, 1992) recruited and 

trained popular opinion leaders in the gay community so that the leaders can 

disseminate risk reduction recommendation messages to members of their social 

network.  This intervention resulted in a significant reduction in unsafe sexual 

behaviors among the focal audience.  Thus, a campaign would be able to enlist the 

power of opinion leaders by encouraging conversation with opinion leaders.  

 

Limitations 

Despite its efforts to examine the roles of individual exposure and campaign 

conversation in mediating campaign effects, Study 1 does not provide a complete 

picture of the processes whereby mass media health campaigns influence 

individuals’ health perceptions and behaviors.  This is because it did not fully 

examine a) the potential interaction between individual exposure and campaign 
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conversation and b) the possibility of other mediators of campaign effects.    

Study 1 did not explore the potential interaction between individual 

exposure and campaign conversation.  Although the study reported a positive 

association between campaign encoded exposure and campaign conversation, the 

relationship between campaign encoded exposure and campaign conversation can be 

more complicated than that; for example, campaign conversation can moderate or 

mediate the impact of campaign encoded exposure (Southwell & Yzer, 2007).  

Further examination of the relationship between campaign exposure and campaign 

conversation may reveal a complex nature of the processes of campaign effects and, 

accordingly, advance our understanding of the processes of campaign effects.  Thus, 

future research is strongly encouraged to examine the potentially interesting 

relationship between the two.   

Study 1 proposed campaign exposure and campaign conversation as dual 

mediators of campaign effects.  However, there may exist other potentially 

powerful mediators that were not examined in this research.  For example, Hornik 

(Hornik, 2002; Hornik & Yanovitzky, 2003) suggested that institutional diffusion is 

one of the ways that a campaign affects a person’s health perception or behavior.  

Without a complete examination of potentially powerful mediators, we would not be 

able to grasp the full picture of the processes of campaign effects.  Thus, future 

studies need to explore and identify important mediators that were not examined in 

this research.  

In addition, Study 1 has several other limitations.  Admittedly, its measure 
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of smoking beliefs is very broad and does not capture a single concept because it is 

not a theory-based measure.  Also, the relationship reported in Study 1 is based on 

a cross-sectional survey data and, thus, the problem of causation is unavoidable.  

Finally, because Study 1 is based on a single campaign data, i.e., the TruthSM 

campaign data, it raises a question of whether its findings are generalizable to other 

anti-tobacco campaigns or more general mass media health campaigns.   

Study 2 tried to address the measurement, causality, and generalizability 

issues of Study 1 by examining whether a person’s conversation following exposure 

to a non-TruthSM anti-smoking ad affected specific measures of normative 

perceptions using a laboratory experiment.  However, Study 2 has its own 

limitations.  Study 2 suffers from low statistical power because of its small sample 

size and small effect size of conversation.  Also, Study 2 examined conversation 

effects among smokers only.  The polarizing effects of conversation, however, can 

be more thoroughly assessed by examining not only smokers’ conversation but also 

non-smokers’ conversation.  

Despite these limitations, this dissertation research contributes to 

communication and campaign research by advancing our understanding of the social 

diffusion process of mass media health campaign effects and the role of campaign 

conversation in this process.   
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Conclusion 

 

Traditionally, campaign effects have been modeled as a result of individuals' 

direct exposure to campaign messages.  A person's indirect exposure to messages 

through interpersonal conversation about a campaign, however, can be another way 

that campaign effects occur.  The social diffusion model of campaign effects 

(Hornik, 2002; Hornik & Yanovitzky, 2003) suggests that the impact of campaign 

activity on a person’s health perception or behavior is mediated by the person’s 

conversation with others.  In other words, the model suggests that campaign 

activity generates relevant conversation, which, in turn, affects an individual’s 

normative perceptions and, ultimately, behavior.   

Based on the notion of social diffusion of campaign effects, this dissertation 

research examined the role of campaign conversation in the generation and diffusion 

campaign effects.  More specifically, this dissertation research tested whether anti-

smoking campaign-generated conversation affected individuals’ smoking-related 

perceptions using the TruthSM campaign data (Study 1) and experiment data (Study 

2).   

Study 1 tested whether campaign conversation, along with individual 

exposure, mediated the impact of TruthSM campaign availability on individuals' 

beliefs about smoking, using secondary analyses of the Legacy Media Tracking 

Survey (LMTS) data.  LMTS is a random digit dialing telephone survey of a 

nationally representative sample of youth.  This study used LMTS II (n =10,357) 
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and LMTS III (n = 10,079) data, which were conducted during the first and the 

second year of the campaign, respectively.   

Multilevel modeling results of LMTS II data show that both encoded 

exposure and campaign conversation mediated the relationship between TruthSM 

campaign availability and smoking beliefs.  In addition, the results show that a 

person’s smoking status moderated the relationships between a) TruthSM campaign 

availability and encoded exposure, b) TruthSM campaign availability and campaign 

conversation, c) encoded exposure and beliefs about smoking, and d) campaign 

conversation and beliefs about smoking, although none of the mediating role of 

campaign conversation and the moderating role of smoking status was found in 

LMTS III.   

Study 1 show that campaign conversation mediated the effects of the anti-

smoking campaign at least during the first year of the campaign.  In addition, the 

interaction effect between smoking status and campaign conversation on smoking 

beliefs reported in Study 1 suggests that campaign conversation can function as a 

polarizing mediator because it shows that campaign conversation widened the 

difference in smoking beliefs between non-smokers and hardcore smokers.   

Based on the concern of the potential backlash effects of conversation 

among smokers, Study 2 tested whether a smoker’s campaign conversation with 

another smoker produced elevated pro-smoking normative perceptions and smoking 

behavioral intentions.  In a laboratory experiment, 72 current smokers were 

randomly assigned to the experiment (n = 36) and control (n = 36) groups and 
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watched a short anti-smoking ad.  After watching the ad, participants in the 

experimental group had a short conversation with their conversation partners about 

the ad.  Results show that smokers’ conversation generated boomerang effects.  

Although campaign conversation did not affect injunctive norms, personal 

descriptive norms, or behavioral intention, conversation led to elevated pro-smoking 

societal descriptive norms (i.e., higher smoking prevalence estimates) among 

participants who had a low number of smoker peers.  

Altogether, this dissertation research provides general support for the social 

diffusion process of campaign effects and the important role of campaign 

conversation in this process.  It shows that campaign-generated conversation can 

generate, amplify, and, sometimes, reduce campaign effects.  This research 

provides important implications for campaign evaluation and campaign planning.  

This dissertation research suggests that campaign practitioners and researchers need 

to incorporate the effects of campaign conversation in campaign evaluation.  It also 

suggests that campaign practitioners need to design campaign messages that can 

spur conversation supportive of a campaign.   
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Appendix A 

Equations for Multilevel Analysis 

 
Hypothesis 1a: The impact of campaign availability on encoded exposure 
 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Hypothesis 1b: The impact of encoded exposure on smoking beliefs 
 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Hypothesis 1c: The mediating role of encoded exposure in the relationship between 
campaign availability and smoking belief 

 
A. Equations for aβ  

 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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B. Equations for bβ  
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Research Question 1a: The impact of campaign availability on campaign 
conversation 
 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Research Question 1b: The impact of campaign conversation on smoking beliefs 
 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Research Question 1c: The mediating role of campaign conversation in the 
relationship between campaign availability and smoking beliefs 
 
A. Equations for aβ  

 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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B. Equations for bβ  
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Hypothesis 2: Relationship between encoded exposure and campaign conversation 
 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Research Question 2: The moderating effect of smoking status on the relationship 
between campaign availability and encoded exposure 
 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Research Question 3: The moderating effect of smoking status on the relationship 
between campaign availability and campaign conversation 
 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Hypothesis 3: The moderating effect of smoking status on the relationship between 
encoded exposure and smoking beliefs 
 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Hypothesis 4: The moderating effect of smoking status on the relationship between 
campaign conversation and smoking beliefs 
 
Level 1 (individual level) model: 
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Appendix B 

Experiment Ad Material 
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